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A BSTRA CT
Evaluating the Benefits o f a System s Approach to Particulate
M atter A ir Pollution M anagem ent
by
Stephanie Janene Fincher
Krystyna A. Stave, Ph.D., Exam ination Comm ittee Chair
Associate Professor o f Environm ental Studies
U niversity o f N evada, Las Vegas
Although air quality has im proved in the United States over the past thirty
years, some air quality m anagem ent areas continue to have serious problem s w ith air
pollutants such as particulate matter (NRC 2004). I hypothesize that using a systems
approach w ould have benefits for PMio m anagem ent, including im proved results and
understanding, as well as identification o f ineffective policies. A system dynam ics model
was developed for PMio in the Las Vegas Valley. Policy analysis revealed real-world
behavior, im portant dynam ics o f the system, and potentially harm ful policies. Results
support the im portance o f a systems and long-term perspective, and show that PMio
pollution could have been reduced or avoided by other strategies. Recom m endations for
the m odel, problem atic assum ptions, and im plications o f results for air quality
m anagem ent are discussed.
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CHAPTER ONE

PROBLEM STATEM ENT
A lthough the Clean A ir A ct (CAA) o f 1970 and other pieces o f environm ental
legislations have led to im provem ents in environm ental quality over the past few decades
(Brew er 2005, Davies and M azurek 1998 in M azm anian and Kraft 1999), problem s w ith
air pollution and air quality m anagem ent still exist. M any o f the m ajor goals o f the CAA
have still not been achieved and new evidence dem onstrates that even greater
im provem ents will have to be m et than was anticipated in those goals (National Research
Council [NRC] 2004). Concentrations o f pollutants have decreased, but not below
standards in some areas (NRC 2004). Furtherm ore, achievem ents in environm ental
quality m ay be short lived as pollution production increases and new threats are
discovered (M azm anian and K raft 1999: 3).
One exam ple o f a troublesom e aspect o f current air quality m anagem ent is
particulate m atter pollution. Particulate m atter is m ost com monly described by the size
o f particles— PMio is particles w ith a diam eter (or aerodynamic size) o f ten m icrom eters
(10pm ) or sm aller (Environm ental Protection Agency [EPA] 1996B, EPA 2004,
D epartm ent o f Air Quality and Environmental M anagem ent [DAQEM] FAQ). To
illustrate the relative size o f these particles,

10

pm is roughly equivalent to 1/7*'^ the size

o f the diam eter o f a hum an hair (DAQEM FAQ). Particulate matter (PM ) consists o f
many com ponents, including dust, soot and other pieces o f small, solid or liquid materials
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or chemicals suspended in the air (EPA 1996B, EPA 2004). PMjo is also called the
inhalable coarse particles or coarse fraction o f PM (EPA 2006). PM,o is one o f the
criteria air pollutants m anaged by the Environm ental Protection Agency (EPA) under the
CAA in order to protect public health (NRC 2004).
PMio consists o f particles w hich are inhaled into the lungs and accumulated in the
bronchia, leading to a variety o f serious health issues including; increased incidence o f
respiratory disease and sym ptom s— coughing, painful breathing, and decreased lung
function; aggravation and increased potency o f pre-existing respiratory conditions (such
as asthma or bronchitis); increased absences from work and school; area-wide increased
hospital adm issions and em ergency room visits; and even, premature death (Clark County
Board o f Com m issioners [CCBC] 2001, EPA 2003a, EPA 2004, Lippmann 2003).
Exposure can also lead to increased susceptibility to infection (Romieu and HernandezA vila 2003). The m ost vulnerable segm ents o f the population for this pollutant are the
very young or old, as well as people w ith w eakened im mune systems (EPA 2003a).

The Problem
Over 300 counties did not m eet PM standards when they were first set in 1971
(Chay, Dobkin, and Greenstone 2003). The CAA states that when a new federal standard
for air quality is established, air quality m anagem ent areas are classified as
nonattainm ent, attainm ent, or unclassifiable areas, depending on whether they m eet new
standards and requirem ents (NRC 2004, CAA). The original goals o f the CAA were to
have every air quality m anagem ent area (or county) m eeting standards by 1977 (NRC
2004). After the initial classification o f areas, some were prom ptly removed from
nonattainm ent status as they took relatively sim ple steps to control PMio air pollution.

2
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However, several areas did not improve and rem ained in nonattainm ent status. W hen
m ost areas failed to m eet this deadline, Congress am ended the CAA and am ong the
changes w as an extension o f the deadline to 1987 (NRC 2004: 124). D espite the potential
to receive new ly added penalties (NRC 2004, CAA, Kubasek and Silverm an 2005) many
areas still failed to m eet deadlines for attainment. In 1990, the CA A was am ended again.
N ew deadlines were set according to the severity o f the exceedance and the status o f the
air quality m anagem ent area could worsen if im provem ents and deadlines were not
reached (N RC 2004).
In 1992, EPA concluded its review o f the effect o f the new regulations on areas
and moved eight o f the m oderate nonattainm ent areas into serious nonattainm ent status
(EPA 2007). In 2006, there w ere still eight PMio serious nonattainm ent areas and over 75
m oderate nonattainm ent areas across the United States (NRC 2004, EPA 2007). Two o f
these serious nonattainm ent areas— Phoenix, A rizona and Owens Valley, California— are
being scheduled for an official classification as “failures o f attainm ent” in 2007 (EPA
2007, Fed. Reg. 2007: 13723-13726). These areas failed to m eet the standards by the end
o f 2006 (the latest deadline) and now have one year to submit a plan that shows they can
reduce em issions by a m inim um o f 5% reductions annually until standards are reached
(Fed. Reg. 2007: 13723-13726, CAA §189 [b] [A] [ii]). If the counties fail to comply,
they will m ost likely be required to im plem ent a federal im plem entation plan in which the
EPA m andates how they will control and manage PMjoThe m ap in Figure 1 shows the areas in the U.S. currently exceeding national
PM]() standards. Eevels o f PMio are higher in the W est and PMio m akes up a greater
percentage o f the total PM pollution than in other areas o f the country (EPA 2004).
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Nearly all serious nonattainm ent areas are in the Southwest. Figure 1 also shows that
some o f these areas are not im proving and some (such as the tw o counties described
above) are actually getting worse.
The Southwest also faces accelerated rates o f growth and increased difficulties
from the arid climate. However, PMio problem s are not unique to the Southw est or even
to the United States. In fact, PM pollution is a problem being faced by many countries,
especially regions or cities in rapidly-developing countries (M cGranahan 2003). While
other air pollutants are very dangerous to hum an health, both cohort studies (following
individuals for m any years to determ ine if a link exists for long-term exposure and
m ortality) and tim e-series studies (w hich track sudden spikes in air pollution and link
them to reported deaths occurring on days o f highest increase or immediately afterward)
have concluded that prem ature deaths resulting from air pollution are caused
predom inately by PM as opposed to ozone and other criteria pollutants (M olina and
M olina 2004).
A nother air quality problem is the increasing num ber o f people being exposed to
unhealthy PM levels. In 1996, the U.S. Environm ental Protection Agency (EPA)
calculated 7 m illion people in 15 counties were being exposed to PMm pollution levels
above standards (EPA 1996: 32). In 2003, an estim ated 21 m illion people in 37 counties
were being exposed to m easured concentrations above PMjo standards (EPA 2004)'.
Although population grow th in the country can account for part o f these increases, the
num ber o f counties violating standards has increased with tim e as well.

' Including the 1997 P M ? , standard, approxim ately 62 m illion p eop le, in 9 7 cou n ties, w ere ex p o sed to
lev els o f PM pollution ab ove either the P M ,g or PM 2 5 standards or both (E P A 2 0 0 4 ).
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Figure 1 M ap o f PMIO nonattainm ent counties and their trends
Counties Designated Nonattainment for PM-10
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In short, PMio m anagem ent is not as effective as it needs to be to m eet the C A A ’s
legislative goals o f protecting the health and welfare o f the U.S. public. If the current
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approach is not working, the question is: how ean air quality m anagem ent be im proved?
One area w here m anagers can change their approach while still following federal
m andates is in the decision support systems (DSS) used for developing and deciding
among policy options to m anage air quality.
In this thesis, I argue that incorporating a systems perspective in air quality
m odeling or decision-m aking can im prove the ability o f managers to m eet standards.
P M io in the Las Vegas m etropolitan area is used as a case study to dem onstrate the
benefits o f incorporating a system s view for m anaging PMio in this area. The Las Vegas
Valley (LVV) is one o f the eight serious non-attainm ent areas (DAQEM 2001, DAQEM
2005A, EPA 2007) and has been one o f the fastest growing areas in the country for the
past few decades (US Census B ureau 2006).
Particulate M atter Pollution
Understanding Particulate M atter
Particulate m atter varies greatly in chemical com ponents as well as particle
shapes and sizes (EPA 2004, Lippm ann 2003). Although PM is made up o f a large
variety o f chem icals, there are no standards in the U.S. on specific com ponents o f PM
other than those previously established (e.g., lead) and only the total mass concentration
o f particles is regulated (Lippm ann 2003).
Regulation o f air quality in the U nited States is mandated by the 1970 CA A and is
enforced by the EPA (EPA 1996b, Plater et al. 1998). The CAA set N ational A m bient
A ir Quality Standards (N AAQS) for particulate m atter and five other criteria air
pollutants: sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, ozone, and lead (Kubasek
and Silverman 2005). The standards set for these pollutants are considered “harm -based”
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standards because the levels are set by looking at the harm to hum an and environm ental
health and setting a lim it that provides an “adequate m argin o f safety” (Plater et al.
1998).
The original particulate m atter standard limited total suspended particulates (TSP)
w ith aerodynamic diam eters o f 40 m icrom eters (pm ) and smaller. These standards were
followed by new er limits concerning particles w ith a diam eter equal to or sm aller than
1 0

pm (PMio) in 1987, and then in 1997, new lim its on particles sm aller than 2.5pm

(PM 2 5 ) also called fine particles (Federal R egister 2004, EPA 2004, M olina and M olina
2004, EPA 1996, M cG ranahan 2003). For clarification, the EPA has begun to refer to
PMio as particles less than 10 pm in diam eter, but greater than 2.5^ (EPA 2006).
PM can be either prim ary— directly em itted into air— or secondary pollution—
form ed indirectly from other em issions and sources already in the air (EPA 2004). PMio
is usually prim ary particles, physically added to the air (Lippm ann 2003). Large, coarse
particles tend to settle faster than fine particles and are usually found close to their
em ission source (EPA 2004, DAQEM 2005b). In dry, calm weather, the am ount o f
coarse particles in the air is balanced betw een suspension in the air and fallout from
gravity (Lippm ann 2003). Fine particles can travel long distances and can be found
thousands o f miles from where they were form ed (EPA 2004). PM pollution varies
seasonally, by location, and is affected by w eather com ponents such as temperature,
hum idity and w ind (EPA 2004).

^ T his is som etim es indicated by
throughout the text.

“ P M 2 .5 -1 0 ,”

ho w ev er PM
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Particulate M atter a n d M ortality
Significant associations have been dem onstrated between concentrations o f PM in
the air and m ortality and m orbidity rates in humans^. Health im pacts o f PM depend on
the size o f particles. The largest PM (geologic PM , o f sizes >10 m icrons or micrometers)
may cause strong, but tem porary, fits o f coughing during exposure but do not travel very
far into the lungs and have few er hum an health im pacts (CCBC 2001, EPA 2003a, EPA
2004). The fine fraction or PM 2 5 is now considered to be the m ost significant in causing
health problem s (M cG ranahan 2003, EPA 2006). As understanding about the health
effects o f PM has grown, legislation has followed suit (sometimes delayed) by setting
standards for sm aller and sm aller sizes o f PM.
This thesis focuses on PMio because, although it has been the focus o f air quality
m anagem ent (A QM ) since 1987, 20 years after regulation began there are still m ajor
issues w ith this pollutant. N ew PM standards (for fine and ultrafine particles) may pose
even more significant m anagem ent and health problem s in the future, but the previous
PMio problem areas m ust be addressed and not ignored in the face o f even m ore stringent
regulations. A lthough PM 2 5 m ay be m ore strongly associated w ith health problem s,
epidem iological evidence shows a relationship between short term peaks in PMio
pollution and public health responses (i.e., occurrence and tracking o f related symptoms),
including increased hospital adm issions, respiratory sym ptom s, and deaths (Lippmann
2003^
The sym ptom s that individuals exhibit depend on the individual as well as levels
and durations o f exposure to the pollutant. The m ost serious responses (e.g., death) are
the least com m on, except in the highest o f doses. Considerable research and
see Lippmann 2 0 0 3 , S ch w ela 2 0 0 3 for a literature review o f th ese studies
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epidemiological evidence has dem onstrated that there is no threshold for PMio and the
dose-response curve for m ortality is linear as show n in Figure 2 (Schw ela 2003: 75).
The direct relationship betw een PM pollution levels and mortality provide both a
challenge and an opportunity, because even increm ental reductions would directly reduce
deaths and other
Figure 2 Increases in Daily M ortality Based on PM
Pollution source: Schwela 2003: 75
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and the toxicities o f the num erous com ponents com prising PM pollution (Lippm an 2003).
Continued exceedance o f PMio standards is also very costly in term s o f increased
procedural burdens, potential loss o f federal highw ay funds and, in the case o f a failed
plan, mandated control strategies w hich m ay be m ore expensive than locally developed
policies. PM ean also lead to significant aesthetic deterioration o f an area by causing
haze and reducing visibility, a potentially significant problem for a tourism -based city
such as Las Vegas. PM pollution degrades vegetation and ecosystem s and causes
physical dam age to structure surfaces (EPA 2004, CAQEM 2004).
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A ir Quality M anagem ent
Linear M odel o f M anagem ent
M anagem ent, in general, is often initiated as a response to a stim ulus, sueh as a
problem atic event or issue (Foundations o f Success [FOS] 2004, Brew er 2005, Bennear
and Coglianese 2005, Reagan 2006). Federally, a response is usually initiated by the
legislature and takes the form o f a statute or law, leading to regulations (B ennear and
Coglianese 2005: 24). A ir quality m anagem ent is no different. As im pacts o f air
pollution on public health, ecosystem health, and costs have been identified or have
intensified, there has been a response o f “increasingly com plex and am bitions
legislation,” (NRC 2004: 29).
The industrial era em phasized an approach to m anagem ent that follow ed topdow n control and narrow objectives (W ondolleck and Yaffee 2000: 11). O bjectives o f
m anagers w ere often based on specific standards for pollutants, which are established by
m anagem ent entities on the top o f the hierarchy. Today, the m ajority o f environm ental
laws follow the centralized creation and im plem entation o f rules (Brew er 2005: 42).
Centralized rule developm ent has been described as event-based or initiated as a
response to some crisis or difficult situation (Bennear and Coglianese 2005, FOS
2004:18, M iles 2003, Reagan 2006: 819). In fact, air quality legislation w as a reaction to
devastating pollution episodes. Several severe air pollution events occurred historically,
some as far back as the industrial revolution. City ordinances began in the late 1800s
w hen pollution in industry-laden cities was quite high (Kubasek 2005, Environm ental
Institute o f Houston [EIH] 2006). Several o f these incidents are shown in — (from EIH
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2006) covering m ajor air pollution related events from the early 1940’s to 1963, w hen the
first Clean A ir A et was passed.

Table 1

Tim eline o f air pollution related events 1940-1963

1943

First recognized episodes of smog occur in Los Angeles in the summer of 1943.
Visibility is only three blocks.

1945

The City of Los Angeles begins its air pollution control program, establishing the
Bureau of Smoke Control in its health department.

1947

California Governor signs the Air Pollution Control Act, authorizing the creation of
an Air Pollution Control District in every county of the state.

1948 The Los Angeles County APCD is established. It is the first of its kind in the nation.
1948

Donora, Pennsylvania, air pollution episode kills 20 people and numerous animals,
and half of the town's 12,000 residents become ill due to uncontrolled emissions
from industrial facilities.

1950 A smog incident in Poza Rica, Mexico leaves 20 dead and hundreds hospitalized.
1952 The Texas Department of Health conducts the first air study in Texas.
1952

Over 4000 deaths attributed to "Killer Fog" in London, England. Smoke is so thick
that it stops traffic. Buses run only with a person on foot leading them while
holding a lantern.

1952

Haagen-Smit discovers photochemical smog comes from the reaction of nitrogen
oxides and hydrocarbons in the presence of sunlight forms smog.

1953

New York smog incident kills between 170 and 260 people.

1953

Los Angeles County starts "Smoke School Program" for black smoke, beginning
the standardization of "Visible Emission Programs" nationwide.

1955

Federal Air Pollution Control Act is enacted, providing for research and technical
assistance and authorizing the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare to
work towards a better understanding of the causes and effects of air pollution.

1955 "Killer Fog" envelops London, England, resulting in 1000 deaths above normal.
1959

California enacts legislation requiring the state Department of Public Health to
establish air quality standards and necessary controls for motor vehicle
emissions.

1962 Another London smog incident; 750 die.
1963

First Federal Clean Air Act enacted. Empowers the Secretary of the federal Health,
Education, and Welfare to define air quality criteria based on scientific studies.
Provides grants to state and local air pollution control agencies.

1963 Air pollution inversion in New York leads to 405 deaths.

The num ber o f deaths and illnesses that occurred during the 1940’s m ay have
sparked control by states in the 1950s, w hich was quickly followed by the 1955 Federal
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Pollution Control Act (Kubasek 2005). In 1960, the M otor V ehicle Exhaust Study
authorized the regulating authority at the time, the Public Health Service, to study vehicle
em issions and health (NRC 2004). 1963 m arked the passage o f the original Clean Air
A ct (CAA), but it w asn’t until 1970 w hen the EPA w as established and the CAA was
am ended, that the current regulatory basis o f A Q M in the United States was established
(NRC 2004).
The CAA requires diverse entities (federal, state/tribal, and local agencies) to
interact for AQM , with guidance and oversight by the EPA (NRC 2004). The EPA
ensures that there is a basic level o f air quality and provides general assistance in
establishing methods to protect the public (NRC 2004). Air quality m anagem ent areas in
the United States are often based on hydrographic basins. In some cases, these areas may
cross state boundaries, providing greater incentive for the need o f federal regulation. In
addition to a mix o f levels o f legislative entities, the CA A also requires judicial review in
that federal courts review all proposed EPA rules and can force the EPA to take action
w hen delayed (NRC 2004).
The EPA has been blam ed for the large am ount o f tim e needed between
subm issions o f plans and com m ents or rulings and for problem s o f m eeting deadlines. In
fact, the EPA rarely m eets its obligation to quickly determ ine if an area did not meet
standards by the deadline and increase (or “bum p up”) their nonattainm ent status (NRC
2004:125).
A fter an event or problem triggers the m anagem ent response, a m anagem ent plan
is developed, im plem ented, and the outcome is evaluated (M iles 2003, Bennear and
Coglianese 2005). The sequence implies that no action is taken until after the entire
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planning stage has occurred (M iles 2003). Due to the linear and event-based nature o f
the process, m anagem ent usually ends w ith an evaluation"* o f how the action changed the
problem or situation. This process follows the diagram o f Sterm an’s (2001) linear view
o f the world, show n in Figure 3.
Goals are federal air quality standards, w hich are compared to the m onitored air
quality data (the environm ent). W hen concentrations are above standards, this defines a
problem. D ecisions are made to reduce em issions and attem pt to lower concentrations.
In this phase a m odel is usually built to dem onstrate that the decided plan o f action will
bring about the change in air quality as desired. The final steps involve m easuring the
actual reductions in concentrations to ensure that concentrations drop below standards.

Figure 3 Event-based view o f the w orld (From Figure 1-3 in Sterman 2000; 10)
g o a ls ^ ^ ^ ^
problem —— —► decisions---------- ►results
environment/
situation

The N ational Research Council (2004) states the broad activities that define AQM
operations are: setting air quality standards and objeetives, designing and im plem enting
control strategies to m eet them , and assessing results. This defines the m ajor com ponents
o f the linear m odel above. H ow ever, they also state that these com ponents occur in a
changing scientific and technical foundation (NRC 2004). The constantly changing

H ow this evaluation m ay occu r is a constantly ev o lv in g process, for a good rev iew o f th ese approaches
see Stem e t al. 2 0 0 5 , B ennear and C o g lian ese 2 0 0 5
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context would then spark the re-evaluation o f the first tw o activities after lessons have
been learned in the third (NRC 2004).
W hile this may be the case for the EPA as a w hole (evaluating standards,
assessing how far the country is from m eeting these standards, etc.), m anagers m ost often
seem to respond to the changes enforced by the EPA instead o f anticipating them and
planning for improvement. Evidence for this com es from the fact that although the 1970
CA A A m endm ents envisioned states creating standards and controls m ore stringent than
federal standards, but it is actually rare to see (NRC 2004). The goal for concentrations
appears to be set ju st below standards. A dditionally, m any m anagers do nothing to
further reduce em issions and stop searching for additional controls when attainm ent has
been reached.
Therefore, when standards are changed (as should be expected), a crisism anagem ent situation is sparked— m anagers m ust rush to com plete new docum ents and
m andated m anagem ent plans w hile attem pting to sim ultaneously low er emissions.
Coupling this with the fact that air quality system s are slow to change (both due to
chem ical and physical inertia and to the tim e necessary to develop, im plem ent, and
enforce new regulations on industry and individuals), the result is often an area being
classified as nonattainm ent.
State Im plem entation Plan
State im plem entation plans (SIPs) describe the actions and controls needed to
m eet N AAQS (EPA 1996B, Plater et al. 1998, N R C 2004). If an area m eets new
standards and does not contribute to another area not m eeting standards, this may be a
relatively simple process. These plans are subm itted, com m only for each criteria air
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pollutant individually, based on requirem ents o f the CAA (Kubasek and Silverm an 2005,
N R C 2004). States or regions m ay already be in the process o f dem onstrating
com pliance and (possibly future) attainm ent o f a pollutant when a new standard is passed.
A dditionally, the EPA may review and approve some plans faster than others. This
means that there m ay be num erous SIPs for different pollutant standards— new and
revised— in different stages o f review at any given tim e (NRC 2004).
In general, SIPs describe in detail all o f the program s and regulations an area will
use to control pollution and reduce em issions (EPA 1996b). For all areas, SIPs include
em ission lim itations and controls, show m onitoring data, ensure funding for
im plem entation, include air quality modeling, and m ust dem onstrate that the public and
other affected parties w ere adequately allowed to participate in the process (NRC 2004).
The attainm ent status o f an area determ ines the regulatory requirements, usually more
stringent for nonattainm ent areas (Chay, Dobkin, and Greenstone 2003). A s w as stated
earlier, failure to com ply w ith all requirem ents can lead to an area being m oved to a more
serious classification (NRC 2004).
The EPA evaluates SIPs for each o f the criteria pollutants in exceedance to
determ ine w hether the plan is sufficient and able to effect attainm ent by deadlines. I f the
plan fails to gain approval, the state is required to redraft the SIP until it is approved by
the EPA (K ubasek and Silverm an 2005). These types o f procedural processes have been
difficult and frustrating for m anagers (FOS 2004, N R C 2004). They have also been
criticized for their em phasis on procedural adherence rather than actual im provem ents in
air quality (FOS 2004).
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Extensions for areas in exceedance are filed when a nonattainm ent area cannot
“practicably” m eet standards by the attainm ent deadline (CAA §188, d and e). W hile
failure to meet standards for some pollutants results in sanctions— such as withholding
m illions o f dollars in federal highw ay funds (N RC 2004)— penalties are not usually
im posed for PMio violations. In extrem e cases or the very unlikely case that a state
refuses to redraft a plan, the EPA can im pose a federal im plem entation plan that m ust be
followed regardless o f im pacts on local econom ies (Plater et al. 1998, NRC 2004).
W hen the EPA determ ines that an area failed to subm it an adequate SIP, an 18month “sanctions clock” is started (NRC 2004: 125). A t the end o f this countdown,
either federal highw ay funds m ust be cut or the area has to provide tw o-to-one offsets for
any new or m odified em ission sources (NRC 2004).
A ir Quality M odelins
A n essential regulatory com ponent o f the air quality m anagem ent process is
showing com pliance w ith N AA Q S through air quality modeling. There are a variety o f
different model types used today throughout the U nited States and a host o f m odels that
have been used historically. M odels are som etim es utilized by agencies to develop
policies for controls. M ore com m only how ever, m odels are used to determ ine the effect
o f controls on air pollution and dem onstrate future attainment. In this way, many m odels
are predictive in nature.
In general, air quality m odels use techniques based on m athem atical operations or
num erical constants to sim ulate processes that affect pollutants and their dispersion,
form ation, or reactions in the atm osphere. They often use inputs that are specific to the
area they describe such as the regional m eteorological data, sources o f pollutants.
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em ission rates, and the stack height o f industrial point-sources (describing the distance
above the land w here the pollutants mix and react).
The m ost basic types o f models simply calculate the em ission reductions needed
in order to m eet standards (NRC 2004). This am ount o f reduction sets a goal for control
policies. H ow ever, m ost m odels are not used to determ ine w hich controls to im plem ent,
but instead determ ine the effect o f a predeterm ined set o f controls. W hen an area has
concentrations that violate standards, m anagers determ ine how regional w eather and
em issions led to the exceedance and attem pt to recreate the situation under w hich the
violation occurred in a model (NRC 2004). A ny projected change in em issions is
incorporated and the new em issions inventory is then reduced by proposed em issioncontrol activities. This determ ines w hether a violation will occur under sim ilar
m eteorological and em ission situations (NRC 2004). M odels can also be used to
determ ine w hether a potential new source will lead to an exceedance, providing a basis
for granting perm its to the new source (EPA 2004).
The E P A ’s G uidelines fo r M odeling are actually rules, given to EPA by
legislative authority through the CAA (Brownell 1998). H owever, w ithin these
guidelines, room for interpretation exists as is evidenced by the variety o f different
applications that have been accepted in the past. D ispersion m odels are preferred by the
EPA because they determ ine how a pollutant will disperse from a specific stationary
source to a receptor dow nwind (EPA 2004). These types o f m odels are especially useful
for determ ining exceedances o f the 24-hour standard, w hich is currently ISOpg/m^ (EPA

2006).
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Criticism s o f A pproach to A ir Quality M anagem ent
Environm ental pollution m anagem ent has been criticized for: having narrow
objectives (W ondolleck and Yaffee 2000); being event-based (Bennear and Coglianese
2005, M iles 2003); focusing on com m and-and-control techniques (M azm anian and Kraft
1999); being highly bureaucratic (B ennear and Coglianese 2005) and resistant to change
(W ondolleck and Yaffee 2000: 55); using uniform strategies (Barrow 2006a-b) w hich are
often inflexible (M azm anian and Kraft 1999, W ondolleck and Yaffee 2000); lacking
incentives to achieve environm ental quality (M azm anian and Kraft 1999, Barrow 2006a);
preferring to m axim ize short-term benefits w hich leads to overlooking long-term effects
(Barrow 2006b: 328); and lastly, concentrating on symptoms rather than causes o f
problem s and so developing strategies to treat those symptoms (Barrow 2006b: 328).
In addition to the linear model o f AQM described earlier, it is also event-oriented
in its focus on the num ber o f exceedance events instead o f trends in em issions. The
num ber o f exceedances is usually determ ined by com paring a three year average or high
percentile o f m onitored values to standards, although specific considerations vary by
pollutant. The m ost im portant exceedance determ ination is for the area’s attainm ent
deadline and this specific date is usually the focus o f all m anagem ent controls and
policies. O f course, required on-going am bient air quality m onitoring helps place events
w ithin a context.
W hen exceedances result from extrem e conditions outside o f the control o f
managers, the CAA allow s the event to be excluded (CAA §188 [f]). However, these
exceedances may occur seasonally from site-specific factors and excluding them may
disguise rising peaks in seasonal high-pollution episodes. A lthough the specific event
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m ay be triggered by an “uncontrollable” natural event such as extrem e winds, the severity
o f the exceedance may be increasing due to anthropogenic activities. Therefore, the
event-based view can lead to a picture w hich does not reflect the reality o f the system.
Likew ise, allowing for the exclusion o f these episodes, especially if hum an-caused
changes to the landscape exacerbate their intensity, im plies that areas do not have to
m ake contingencies for these events. They are out o f m anagers’ control.
Determ ining w hether an area’s level o f a given pollutant is below standards for
the SIP process is a one-tim e dem onstration o f attainm ent (NRC 2004). The
dem onstration is usually the results o f a model o f future pollutant concentrations and
dispersion for a single day in the future. M odels do not show how pollution levels will
change during the years following im plem entation o f the control. Instead, m odels predict
specific pollution levels and chem ical interactions based prim arily on projected activity
levels and m eteorology.
M odels used by air quality m anagers are m ostly predictive m odels used to
dem onstrate that air pollutants will be below standards. They are often sim ulated for
only one day in the future and ignore social elem ents o f decisions and policy impacts.
M any m odels ignore feedback, at least for social dynam ics^ As Sterm an (1999:8) says,
m odels w ithout feedback have a narrow boundary and rely heavily on exogenous
variables. The N ational Research Council states that a m ajor challenge o f the AQM and
planning process is the “inability” for m anagers to use social and behavioral measures to
im prove air quality (NRC 2004: 116). A dditionally, pollution is traced back to the

^ feedb ack in the term s o f a ch em ical reactions leading to ch an ges and still further ch an ges in the original
pollutant are u su ally very thoroughly addressed in m odels. It is on ly the im pact o f p o lic ie s on the system
that is u su ally ignored.
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sources o f disturbance (e.g., reentrainm ent by cars on roads— called paved road dust) and
not necessarily their original source (e.g., nearby vacant lands) (RTC 2004).
Pollution problem s in m odels (both by local entities and federally) is not usually
traced back through the com plete causal pathw ay o f the problem. Em issions are
attributed only to their im m ediate physical sources and not to the factors driving those
sources to change. M ost plans do not consider hum an actions or policy levers w ithin the
system such as public education (Stem et al. 2005; 306, Power and Sharda 2007).
W hile the EPA typically recom m ends grid-based, chemical transport m odels to
dem onstrate attainm ent, such predictive m odels are designed to dem onstrate future point
values and not as an aid in understanding patterns o f change (Ford 1999). These m odels
require detailed m eteorological inform ation and equations for fate and transport o f
chemicals. M any o f these data are highly uncertain and im ply a high degree o f precision
despite their very uncertain foundation. Though com prehensive in their treatm ent o f
physical and chem ical processes, these m odels do not usually contain a tim e horizon o f
sufficient length to analyze trends in their context and very rarely contain social aspects
or drivers o f the system. Finally, these m odels are not equipped to help m anagers
determ ine policy levers but only to test the predicted pollution level given certain input
variables.
In air pollution/quality m anagem ent, a growing trend is for very technically
detailed m odels that capture the physical m ovem ents or chem ical transform ations o f
pollutants that also ignore the m ajor drivers and causal m echanism s o f the inputs to those
models. Variable inputs representing behavior-based em issions, such as vehicle-m iles
traveled are inputted based on assum ed values for future populations and their driving
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habits. The m odels purport very precise and spatially explicit results, but they rely on
inputs w hich are anything but certain.
These models have very im portant functions for decision-m akers in many
contexts, but cannot answ er questions beyond w hether certain inputs under certain
conditions will lead to pollution levels above standards. These physical, chem ical
dispersion or transport m odels are therefore very lim ited for developing policies. The
focus o f m odeling has becom e answering the question: does this area m eet the air quality
standard fo r X pollutant? H owever, this question actually means very little when
considering the overall picture o f m anaging air quality. In fact, if this question becomes
the dom inant issue, then it actually switches the focus further away from an integrated
and holistic view o f air quality.
Ford (1999: 10) argues that it does not m ake sense to construct very precise
forecasting m odels for system s contingent on highly variable inputs (e.g., weather), since
essential inputs cannot be m easured or predicted. A ir quality m odels predict very precise
concentrations using m eteorological data, topography, and understanding o f chemical
reactions and transport o f pollutants. Some o f these inputs or data sets are fairly certain
and static (e.g., topography). H owever, m eteorological predictions have a high degree o f
uncertainty for even a w eek in advance, let alone several years.
M anagers often focus only on determ ining the cost effectiveness o f all control
strategies w hen m aking com parisons and it is rare to see com parative analysis between
different policies o f any other type (except m atrices showing the standards in place in
other air quality areas). Since other potential effects o f policies are not strategically
reviewed, decisions are m ade w ithout considering these effects. A dditionally, since
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understanding how the system w orks often leads to identification o f policies and
im portant intervention points, m any locally applicable options m ay not be eonsidered. If
control options are especially lim ited, areas may be forced to im plem ent all polieies
regardless o f eosts, in order to obtain the required em ission reductions.
A ir quality m anagem ent is often limited to eom plianee w ith air quality
regulations. U nfortunately, m anagers are put in a difficult situation o f trying to meet
regulatory requirem ents in a tim ely m anner w ith possibly significant consequences if
they fail. The approach to AQM focuses on short-term com pliance and goals, tends to be
narrow, not holistic and may be less effective than other approaches in som e cases.
However, it is the regulatory context o f AQM that enforces this approach. M anagers may
be wary o f em bracing new approaches to m odeling because the EPA m ay not approve or
due to the extra burden o f p ro o f required to dem onstrate the m ethod as valid. M ore often
than not, m odels are developed to dem onstrate attainm ent o f the standard but not as an
aid in the planning o f m anagem ent strategies or to help understand the problem .

D ecision Support Systems
In attem pting to m eet federal standards, states or AQM areas have the flexibility
to decide on m ajor polieies. “There is generally m ore than one route to a goal,” (Barrow
2006b: 175). D ecision support systems*’ (DSS) are used to help policy m akers decide
between different courses o f action. These tools can include physical m odels used to
determine a likely outcom e o f a scenario with fairly certain inputs and clear rules for

* Throughout this th esis, 1 u se the term s D S S and m od el syn o n y m o u sly . H ow ever, d istin ction s are often
m ade b etw een the tw o d ep en d in g on the purpose. U su ally m o d els are considered to b e a m ore form alized
form o f D S S . S o m etim es m o d els are a great deal m ore technical than D S S . A t other tim es, m o d els can be
more conceptual to o ls w h ile the D S S provides p ow erfu l sim ulation capabilities.
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behavior (e.g., flood m anagem ent scenarios, using topography and physical laws). Such
m odels use vast am ounts o f data that may cross into geographical inform ation systems
and mathem atical models.
DSS help m anagers m ake “inform ed” decisions and ultim ately lessen the tim e and
decision-m aking phases needed to find a “satisfactory” solution (A hm ad and Simonovie
2006: 392). DSS are used for a variety o f applications, from business to social issues.
There are m any types, w ith varying specificity, com plexity, and use o f technology. In
general, they are used to aid decision-m akers in solving a particular problem or
determ ining a course o f action tow ard a solution. DSS provide a laboratory in which
policy effects can be sim ulated to help m anagers m ake decisions (Sterm an 2001).
A m ajor benefit o f DSS is that they allow for testing the outcom es o f various
policies relative to current practices, w ithout actually having to im plem ent them and find
out results on a trial and error basis. It is possible to at least relatively quantify m ost
changes to systems using a variety o f tools, m aking a qualitative-only decision-m aking
process “obsolete” (Ben-Ami, Ram p, and Croft 2006). However, this does not discount
the im portance o f intuition in m anagem ent. It is argued that DSS should assist— not
ham per— the insight and intuition o f decision-m akers since insight plays an important
role in m aking good decisions (K ersten 2000). O f course, defining w hat a good or
appropriate decision is a difficult task o f its ow n and outside the boundary o f this study.’
DSS may focus on data but it is vital to recognize that technical factors are only
part o f “wise public choices” (W ondolleck and Yaffee 2000: 5). Q uantitative data can be
used to establish trends or to com pare different site characteristics or strategies (Stem et
al. 2005: 306). This is an im portant part o f understanding im portant elem ents in the
’ see D ietz 2 0 0 3 and Scm idt e t al. 1998
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system or recognizing problem s. Yet, qualitative data are essential because they explain
the context o f those trends and data (Stem et al. 2005: 306). Problem s are m ore uncertain
and com plex now than ever (W ondolleck and Yaffee 2000, Power and Sharda 2007:
1044, Sterm an 2001). Therefore, the focus should be on improving our know ledge and
understanding and not ju st technical approaches (W ondolleck and Yaffee 2000). Even
though there are many highly technical air quality m odels used in AQM , sensitivity
analyses are not perform ed nearly enough on air quality DSS (NRC 2004).
Sim ulation modeling can help society at large and m anagers specifically deal with
the w orld’s grow ing com plexity and m ake im proved decisions (Sterm an 2000, Sterman
2001). A pplying a change first in a DSS helps at least assure relative effects o f policies
com pared to others and provides some assurance that a policy will not actually m ake the
situation w orse (Sterm an 2000, 2001).

Potential Benefits o f a Systems Perspective
This thesis exam ines the benefits o f incorporating a systems perspective into the
m anagem ent approach, specifically into decision-m aking tools and m odels. Im proving
air quality m anagem ent is an im portant challenge, w ith the potential benefits o f shared
learning am ong m anagers and therefore, im proved and m ore effective polices. A lthough
m anagers are required to meet the legislative regulations placed on them , they can still
take steps to im prove how they go about m eeting those requirem ents. There m ay be
other m eans for im proving m anagem ent under the existing regulatory fram ew ork, but this
project explores im provem ents in decision- and policy-m aking tools.
As K ersten (2000: 29) em phasizes, there is a high dem and for decision-m aking
tools that assist in m aking inform ed decisions, help decision-m akers explore both the
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direct and indirect consequences o f decisions, and lay groundwork for future decision
making. A dditionally, because o f the grow ing com plexity and uncertainty o f the w orld
and therefore m anagem ent decisions, any help that can be given to support m anagers in
decision-m aking is im portant (Pow er and Sharda 2007: 1044).
A system dynam ics model is used and the strengths, limitations, and applicability
o f these m odels to other areas are discussed. Im proving understanding about the causes
o f PM 1 0 problem s and how developm ent plays a part should provide new understanding
useful to other areas facing sim ilar grow th or w ith the potential to have PMio problem s.

Research Question
W ould a system dynam ics treatm ent o f PMio in the Las V egas V alley be
beneficial for m anagem ent o f this pollutant?

H ypothesis
1 hypothesize that a system dynam ics model o f PMio m anagem ent in the Las
Vegas Valley would have m ajor benefits including:
Results w hich behave closer to w hat would be expected in the real w orld
Im proved understanding o f how the PMio problem developed
Identifying (and possibly avoiding) potentially harm ful consequences to
policies
Integrating m ajor com ponents o f the system into one perspective
Focusing on the long-term m anagem ent goals o f the area
The big-picture perspective that incorporates m ajor feedback structures should
provide for a model that produces the same general trends that are seen in the real world.
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A dditionally, the model would respond in ways that reflect reality, both intuitive and
counterintuitive responses. Creating a model w hich can recreate how the problem s
developed in the Las Vegas Valley w ould provide insight into how the PMio problem
developed. U nderstanding may reveal connections to other m ajor pollutants or problem s
in the V alley or, at least, provide useful inform ation to other areas w hich m ay face PMio
pollution problem s.
Since system dynam ics m odels focus on the interconnections and feedback in the
system, such m odels often show surprising consequences o f policies. The outcom es o f
policies can be ineffective or possibly harm ful— m aking the problem w orse or causing
other problem s (Sterm an 2000). Current air quality m anagem ent practices appear to be
isolated for different pollutants (NRC 2004), com ponents o f the system, and ultimate
drivers for sources (population). Incorporating all o f these elem ents should provide a
m ulti-perspective context by w hich to evaluate polieies and their effects.
Finally, a system dynam ics model should use a tim e horizon that is relevant to the
problem , extending back far enough to capture how it developed and into the future
enough to show delayed consequences (Sterm an 1991, Sterman 2000). A long-term
perspective in the model would encourage m anagers to evaluate the future repercussions
o f policies im plem ented today, along w ith their short-term gains. View ing potential
future outcom es would provide m anagers w ith an incentive to determ ine future goals and
possibly, to discover policies w hich m ay lead to those goals.
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CH APTER TW O

A PPROACH
In order to determ ine the benefits o f using a systems perspective, a system
dynam ics model was developed. The PM,o Proportional Rollback M odel (PRM ) was
developed by the Clark County D epartm ent o f A ir Quality and Environm ental
M anagem ent’s (D AQ EM ) to support the 2001 State Implementation Plan (SIP). The
PRM is described as the current decision support system (DSS). This model represents
how m anagers in the LVV are currently using decision-m aking tools to support AQM .
In a review o f literature, A ggett and M cColl (2006: 84) identified four m ajor
com ponents for m easuring DSS utility: transparency, flexibility, user-friendliness, and
capability to incorporate and com m unicate stakeholder interests. O ther DSS evaluation
frameworks w ere reviewed* but they were limited to specific m anagem ent aspects (e.g.,
public participation using graphic inform ation systems) and not generally applicable to
all DSS or to air quality. The other com ponents deal with aspects o f model use and
functionality o f the software. W hile possibly significant, these factors w ere not
specifically addressed in this thesis. It is considered m ore im portant to analyze the
perspectives and perform ance o f the model instead o f software issues.
Also, it is im portant to note that this thesis does not involve m anagers using and
evaluating these m odels. Instead, com ponents that can be evaluated qualitatively or

Other evaluation fram ew orks are sh ow n in A p p en d ix D
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quantitatively are examined. Judgm ent choices such as whether m anagers would use the
models or to what degree they are useful are not included.

Support for a Systems Perspective
Although local and regional air quality m anagers cannot change the federal
regulatory framework, they do have control over how they approach policy-m aking. A
systems approach to air quality m anagem ent decision-m aking tools provides an
alternative approach. Systems perspectives in decision support systems (DSS) could
allow m anagers to explicitly state and evaluate assum ptions o f how the system operates.
The perspective o f the systems approach has a big-picture view that incorporates essential
system com ponents and processes, m any o f w hich are norm ally excluded. This approach
w ould augm ent current models to allow m anagers to test the effect o f changing policy
levers.
As opposed to the open-loop or linear view o f the world (Figure 1 in C hapter I),
Sterm an (2000) provides a representation o f the interconnected view o f the w orld shown
in Figure 4. The systems perspective incorporates the changing nature o f the state o f the
system. Our interventions influence the future situation we will face. In the linear and
event-oriented view, results other than those desired are considered side effects.
However, the right side o f Figure 4 shows that “there are no side effects, there are ju st
effects f (Sterm an 2000: 11, em phasis in original). The im pact on the environm ent is a
result o f our intervention and failing to include a large enough perspective only makes
that im pact a surprise, it cannot prevent the im pact from occurring.
Changes to the environm ent drive our goals. Consider a theoretical case where
society w ants to have cheap w idgets (goal) but in achieving that goal it is found that
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Figure 4 System s/feedback view o f the w orld (Figure 1-4 in Sterm an 2000: 11)
decisions

goals
side elFects
-decisions
goals
goals o f
others
actions o f
others

environment/
situation

w idget m anufacture leads to severe w ater pollution (change in environm ent) and the
death o f anim al x (side effect). Society m ay decide protecting anim al x is m ore im portant
than cheap w idgets (new goal). Other actors com plicate the picture further because they
are also affecting the environm ent, based on their own goals.
A ir quality issues fit this model. N ot only is the physical environm ent (urban
infrastructure, m eteorology, etc.) changing, but the social and regulatory environm ents
are changing as well. These situations are grow ing ever m ore com plex. A ir quality laws
and regulations have becom e m ore thorough, specific, and com plicated w ith tim e (EIH
2006, N RC 2004). Even pollutants are becom ing m ore complex. Early air quality
m anagem ent (AQM ) focused on large m ixtures o f chem icals such as smoke (EIH 2006).
N ow pollutants are treated at sm aller and sm aller constituents or species o f chemicals.
The dynam ics o f air quality problem s and their grow ing com plexity provide strong
support for using both a system s and a long-term perspective for m anagem ent.
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O ther support for a system s perspective com es by looking at the consequence o f a
non-system ic view. U nderstanding the w orld as events and ignoring feedback can result
in policies w hich are generally ineffective or even harmful. Sterm an (2000: 3) calls this
“policy resistance,” w here reactions o f the system (social or natural) to human
inteventions can counteract the attem pted solution.
Sterm an (2001) describes several exam ples o f policy resistance and exam ines
how they occur, their consequences, and w hat can be done to counteract them. One
exam ple is low -tar and low -nicotine cigarettes; w hile designed to reduce the am ount o f
chemicals inhaled, actually lead to consum e m ore chem icals as smokers com pensate by
smoking m ore and holding the smoke longer (Sterm an 2001: 9). A nother pertinent
exam ple is that constructing roads, which aims to im prove congestion, has actually
increased traffic, delays, sprawl (Sterm an 2001: 9).
M eadow s (1991) argues that the current paradigm is dom inated by non-system ic
thinking. M any o f the assum ptions o f how the w orld works, including: that one cause
produces one effect; technology can solve any problem that arises; the future is to be
predicted (not chosen or created); the w orld is linear, continuous, and there are no delays;
the feedback w e receive is correct and com es when we need it; and w e can manage
systems w ith simple cause-effect thinking (M eadow s 1991: 4-5).
These views o f the w orld are evidenced in AQM . There may be m ultiple causes
o f pollution, but they are traced back only to their direct emittance source (vehicle “kicks
up” dirt that has been deposited on the roadw ays from other sources or m echanism s).
The am ount o f dirt that falls onto roadw ays is partially dependent on the am ount o f
vacant land nearby, local disturbance activities, and weather. For the m ost part however.
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these influencers o f em issions rates are not included. Therefore, additional or distant
causes are not necessarily tracked.
The focus on pollution-réduction has been prim arily technology based (NRC
2004). Im portant connections to social factors or educational cam paigns are not
considered viable policy options. In fact, the CAA A m endm ents o f 1990 specifically
prevent the inclusion o f any behavioral-based controls or policies (NRC 2004).
Prediction is often the goal o f air quality models. They are not used to determine
other im pacts o f policies, except to determ ine specific P M , o concentrations resulting from
strategies. A dditionally, they tend to be very com prehensive and tim e-consum ing
sim ulations and so only a few alternative strategies may be applied as a set. Some
models have com plex, non-linear relationships between chem icals and how they react
under certain conditions, but use simple linear projections (or correlations) for population
and travel dem and forecasts. The level o f dynam ics incorporated in the m odel is not
consistent for essential parts o f the system.
M eadow s (1991: 6) states that system concepts, even basic ones, can improve
understanding o f how the w orld (or part o f it) works. U nderstanding simple
interconnectedness, for exam ple, w ould show that energy conservation strategies would
save consum ers m oney w hile also reducing air pollution, acid rain, greenhouse gases,
production o f waste, the trade deficit, and defense costs, am ong other effects (M eadows
1991:6).
Other supporters o f system s thinking and system dynam ics argue that having a
holistic, big-picture, perspective o f the w orld would speed up the learning process and
m ake it effective (Sterm an 2001). The focus placed on distilling the w orlkd into the main
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causal m echanism can aid identification o f points in the system, called leverage points,
w here the greatest change can be achieved w ith relatively little effort (Sterm an 2001).
Finally, the systems view w ould help avoid poliey resistance and therefore allow
decision-m akers to m ake decisions that ensure our “long-term best interests,” (Sterm an

2001: 10).
Sterm an (2001: 17) em phasizes the need for tools with the ability to capture
feedback m echanism s and dynam ic com plexity in order to “improve our ability to leam
about and m anage com plex system s.” These tools must aid in understanding how
structures lead to problem atic behaviors and policy resistance, while also allow ing for
evaluating the eonsequences o f new policies and/or struetures we m ight develop
(Sterm an 2001: 17). For these tools he focuses on eausal mapping and sim ulation from
the field o f system dynamics.
So what constitutes a system s perspective^? Richmond (1991) states: “You are
adopting a systems view point w hen you are standing back far enough — in both space
and time — to be able to see the underlying w eb o f ongoing, reciprocal relationships
w hich are cycling to produce the patterns o f behavior that a system is exhibiting.”

System Dynam ics
System dynam ics is a problem -based approaeh for understanding and m anaging
systems exhibiting eom plex feedback (Sterm an 2000, System Dynam ics Society). The
field was established by Jay Forrester, an eleetrical engineer, in the m id-1950’s (Forrester
1995). The prem ise o f System D ynam ics is that structure generates behavior (Forrester

’ For ex istin g and d ev elo p in g research into the characteristics o f system s thinking and sy stem s thinkers, see
B ooth S w een ey and Sterman (2 0 0 0 ) and Stave and Flopper (2 0 0 7 [Paper at International S ystem D yn am ics
C onference, in progress]).
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1995, Sterm an 2000), or that a certain problem atic behavior occurs because o f the way
the world is “w ired.” M uch like the w ay m icrophones and speakers are w ired together to
am plify sound, the structure o f our system s and institutions may am plify or negate certain
behaviors (Stave 2002a, Forrester 1995).
Structure is “the set o f physical and inform ation interconnections” causing
behavior (V entana Systems, Inc. 2004). System dynam ics models attempt to capture the
essential structure causing the problem , distilling the system down to its m ajor feedback
structures (Sterm an 2000, Forrester 1995). The goal is to develop the system from the
inside, looking at all the com ponents and interconnections (including inform ation) to
understand w hy a problem atic behavior pattern is occurring and develop interventions to
im prove that behavior (Forrester 1991). The understanding o f the structure is developed
into a sim ulation model w hich handles all o f the com plex calculations for these
interactions, and help us deal with the tim e delays, feedback, nonlinearities, and other
difficulties o f system s (Sterm an 2001).
Confidence in the model com es w hen the results, or behavior, o f the model
m atches the actual, historical data or generalized problem atic trend (called the reference
mode). Once the model is capable o f generating realistic behavior that closely m atches
the reference m ode, we can be fairly sure that the essential structure has been captured
and policy questions and other sensitivity or extrem e scenario tests can be tested. If
policy-m akers w ish to intervene in the system to change undesired behavior, they m ust
change the structure (Stave 2003, V entana Systems).
Sim ilar to the approach used to train pilots, system dynam ics models provide a
“m anagem ent flight sim ulator” to help decision-m akers, or the public in general, learn
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about systems, feedback, dynam ic com plexity, policy resistance and the effect o f various
policies (Sterm an 2001: 10). It is useful for m anagers to leam w hat types o f controls they
have at their disposal and becom e fam iliar w ith the relative effects o f m anipulating them.
One key distinguishing factor o f system dynam ics models is that they attem pt to
understand and represent the feedback in a system (System Dynam ics Society, Sterman
2001). Rather than a view o f the w orld as a short linear chain, from event to reaction and
end results, the world is represented as feedback loops where actions or reactions in turn
go on to affect or determine the future state o f the system (Sterm an 2001). System
dynam ics models therefore focus on dynam ic problem s— problem s that are changing
over time (Forrester 1995, Sterm an 2000, Stave 2003).
Svstem Dvnam ics Problem -Solving M ethod
There are several steps in the system dynam ics approach, represented by many
authors (see e.g., Sterman 2000, Ford 1999, System Dynam ics Society, Stave 2003).
W ith some variation, these procedures follow the same general sequence, beginning with
identifying and representing the problem , m oving to understanding o f the system which
culm inates in hypotheses and m odels, testing the model for validity, and finally using the
m odel for testing. The process is iterative, as results from initial sim ulation models
suggest needed adjustm ents in the structure o f the system. In this thesis, the first five
steps’®described in Stave (2003) will be used:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

this paper actually describ es
for public outreach.

6

Define the problem
D escribe the system
D evelop the m odel
Build confidence in the model
Use the m odel for policy analysis

steps o f the system d yn am ics p rocess, including a step for using the m odel
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The first step involves determ ining the key variable (or a few variables) that
clearly represent(s) the problem in a graph as a trend over time. This graph is referred to
as the reference m ode (Ford 1999, Sterm an 2000) and defines the focus o f the m odeling
effort.
Step 2 requires identifying the m ajor variables that are causing the problem atic
behavior identified in Step 1. Once all m ajor variables are determined, a dynam ic
hypothesis o f the structure o f the system is created. The dynamic hypothesis represents
m ajor variables, how they are connected, and how they react to changes in other variables
(Stave 2002a, Sterm an 2000, Ford 1999). Because system dynam ics is based on the
prem ise that structure causes behavior, the m ajor hypothesis is a supposition about that
structure.
There are tw o m ajor ways to describe the structure o f the system: causal loop
diagrams and stock and flow diagram s (Sterm an 2000). A causal loop diagram (CLD)
shows system elem ents and traces the causal linkages betw een them. V ariables are
represented as connected pairs showing dependency, by the direction o f the arrow, and
the relationship betw een the variables as a symbol on the arrow (Sterm an 2000). A nother
way o f representing structure is a stock and flow d ia g ra m " . Stock and flow diagram s
highlight the difference betw een accum ulations (stocks) and rates (flow s).Step 3 includes
operationalizing the structure represented in the dynam ic hypothesis into a model than
can be simulated. A lthough CLDs are useful for dem onstrating the causes and feedback

" There are different sc h o o ls o f thought on w hether C L D s or stock and flo w diagram s should b e perform ed
first. H ow ever, this study u ses C L D s to dem onstrate the major com ponents o f the system and h o w th ey are
connected in the d ynam ic h yp oth esis. T his is the final step o f Step 2 , describing the system . O f course,
either representation o f structure could serve as the dynam ic h yp oth esis o f the structure cau sin g a problem .
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in the system, they are not able to specify the exact nature (i.e., the equation) o f the
relationship (Sterm an 2000).
Step 4— building confidence in the m odel— at its most basic, includes com paring
the output o f the model to the reference m ode developed in Step 1. Other validation tests
are often perform ed to test w hether the model behaves logically under extreme conditions
or dem onstrates sensitivity under a range o f probable values. Usually, this process
dem onstrates issues w ith the structure that m ust be resolved. This necessitates a return to
Step 2 or Step 3, depending on the required changes to the conceptualization. This
process repeats various tim es, until the structure generates the problem atic behavior and
responds reasonably to tests.
Once the structure is validated and seem s fairly robust, the model is used for
policy analysis in Step 5. The types o f policy tests that will be perform ed depend on the
nature o f the problem and therefore the system in question. Key leverage points are
usually discovered. This step prom otes a vast am ount o f learning because although
people m ay be able to diagram out how com ponents are connected, they are nearly
incapable o f understanding how the dynam ics o f those interconnections will play out
(Sterm an 2001).
Svstem D vnam ics A pplications
M odels have been ereated using system dynam ics for nearly every type o f system,
from social and business applications to theoretical m athematical applications (System
Dynamics Society). A num ber o f studies apply system s dynam ics models to air pollution
problem s, especially to com e to a m anagem ent or policy result. Although SD m odels are
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capable o f having a large model boundary, the scope and detail o f the m odel are
determ ined by the problem being addressed and the purpose o f the model.
Several studies look at m anaging air quality w ith urban developm ent.
Specifically in Las Vegas, Stave and Little (2002) created a m odel o f the LVV
transportation system— paying particular attention to factors such as air quality, policy
cost, traffic congestion and flow— to use with public participation to decide on future
policy directions for the Valley. In this model, participants experienced insightful and
surprising results, such as that increasing the vehicle occupancy rate (i.e., carpooling) was
as effective as building roads at reducing congestion but had m uch greater reductions in
air pollution (Stave 2003). The application o f this model for public involvem ent and
understanding dem onstrates a valuable characteristic o f SD m odels, especially when
developed by a group o f m anagem ent and political entities.
A nother SD application based in the LVV is the Land Use, Transportation, and
A ir Quality (LU TA Q) model. This model was developed by the LUTAQ W orking
Group, a diverse m ix o f transportation, land-use, air quality m anagers and technical staff
D wyer and Stave (2005). The model exam ines the effects o f changes in land use and
transportation practices on air pollution, population, and costs (Southern N evada
Regional Planning Coalition [SNRPC] 2006). A key finding was that increasing density
by itself is harm ful and w orsens problem s o f congestion and air quality in the Valley
(SNRPC 2006). This was a surprising result for managers, especially since densification
is the growing trend in developm ent. Results o f policy analysis also showed that
dram atic changes w ere not needed to bring about im provem ent, but that they w ould have
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to come from a com bination o f several charaeteristics and not one area alone (SNRPC
2006).
M any o f these m odels show the benefit o f looking at problem s systemically.
W hen certain polieies are tested it is often found that no single answ er will satisfy all
eriteria. There are tradeoffs associated w ith decisions. There is no “m agic bullet.” For
air quality m anagem ent this im plies that simply looking at outcom e for pollutant
concentrations (and possibly cost effectiveness) is not sufficient. Systems are so
interconnected, that effects are sure to be far-reaching. The potential for com pensating
feedback, or the counter-acting response o f the system to policies (Sterm an 2000), is
high.
Tradeoffs o f a Svstem Dvnam ics Approach
SD models focus on relationships and feedback among variables, m aking
assumptions about how com ponents affect others explicit (Forrester 1995). Instead o f
numerous exogenous inputs, the model incorporates the relevant structure causing trends
in variables and m akes them endogenous (Sterm an 2000). For exam ple, instead o f a
fixed table o f population values into the future, birth rates and death rates w ould be used
to calculate population through time. Exogenous inputs are also based on many
assum ptions and a theoretical understanding o f how the world w orks, but they are
unexam inable when onlÿ the value is used (Sterm an 1991).
As mentioned briefly, system dynam ics is concerned w ith dynam ic problems.
However, SD is not applicable for every situation or problem. There are m any problem s
which are not dynam ic but are still im portant m anagem ent issues w ith potentially severe
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consequences. Static problem s such as determ ining a site for a new landfill are not
suitable for a SD approach (Stave 2003).
A dditionally, m any decisions about the environm ent deal w ith spatial issues
(Costanza and Voinov 2004). M ost SD models have traditionally treated problem s from
a high or aggregated view and have not been spatially explicit. However, a new trend in
SD is the use o f landscape sim ulation models. These models use SD m odels w ithin a
grid-based geographic inform ation system to determ ine dynam ic changes through time in
a spatial context (Costanza and V oinov 2004, A hm ad and Simonovie 2004).
The purpose o f a system dynam ics model is usually to gain insight and not to
predict a particular point in the future (Ford 1999). In fact, the understanding gained
through sim ulation is often more valuable than predicting the future with accuracy (Van
den Belt 2004). General understanding leads to m anagerial “rules o f thum b,” w hich are
used to m ake rapid decisions w ithout having to think through the much m ore complex
interactions and calculations they represent (Ford 1999: 11). Often the process o f
developing the model leads to im proved understanding o f the system and sim ulation may
identify gaps in data that should be resolved (Sterm an 2001: 21). Policy tests with SD
models, and systems thinking in general, can im prove decision-m akers’ conceptualization
o f the w orld and relationships. This learning can reach far beyond the current problem
and aid m anagers in new situations.
Again, the output o f system dynam ics m odels is N O T predictive. M odels are
intended to replicate the general problem atic trend o f concern and show the relative
effects o f changes to the system. G eneral trends and relative effects can be quite
powerful for understanding m ajor feedbacks w ithin the system as well as determ ining
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leverage points, ineffective points to intervene in the system, and surprising dynamics.
W hile com plex chem ical transport or dispersion models seem to be m uch m ore precise,
they still rely on very uncertain inform ation, m aking a predicted value erroneous and
even possibly m isleading.
AQM typically uses spatial chem ical transport models to predict the dispersion o f
pollutants based on a variety o f com prehensive data inputs. The m ajor foundations o f
im portant data such as population and travel dem and are not explored w ithin the model
and are usually exogenous (outside o f the model boundary, fixed inputs). Since these
values w ould have significant im pacts on how much pollution would be in the air, is it
reasonable to assum e a very precise and spatial prediction for such uncertain inputs?
M any m eteorological predictions are not considered accurate even as few as days in
advance.
Functionality
Some o f the m ain benefits to using systems dynam ics m odels are that they are
very fast. This m akes SD m odels ideal for m anagers in planning sessions where
questions can be asked o f the m odel on the fly. There are virtually no lim itations on the
num bers o f scenarios that can be simulated. Results can be displayed graphically as well
as in tabular form. System s dynam ics m odels can be adapted or updated easily,
especially for param eter values. The docum entation for variables is tied directly to w here
operational inform ation (equations, etc.) is inserted.

The Case Study
In order to build a model and evaluate the benefits o f a system dynamics
approach, a relevant air quality problem case was needed. The case o f particulate m atter
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pollution (sm aller than 10 m icrom eters) in the Las V egas Valley (LVV) presents a
difficult m anagem ent case o f a persistent air quality problem . A lthough new standards
for a smaller subset o f particulate m atter were established in 1997 and recently updated in
2006 (EPA 2006), there continues to be a problem in m any areas w ith attainm ent for
previous standards established in 1987 (NRC 2004). A dditionally, new fine particulate
standards do not appear to pose a problem in the LVV and m anagem ent entities in the
LVV cite PM 10 as the prim ary pollutant o f coneern (CDSN and D AQ EM 2003).
PM 10 in the Las V egas Valiev
The LVV in Clark County, N evada is am ong the eight serious nonattainm ent
areas for PMio described in Chapter One (EPA 2007). Particulate m atter ha been a
concern there as far back as the 1960s and 1970s, when pollution levels were often above
the standard at the tim e (Fed. Reg. 7 Sept 2004). A fter N evada failed to meet the original
total suspended particulate m atter standards, a plan was submitted describing the steps
the state w ould take to im prove the air quality. The plan was subm itted in 1981 and
approved by the EPA the following year.
In 1987, the TSP standards were changed to the sm aller P M iq. All air quality
m anagem ent areas above the standards o f TSP were analyzed to see if they would meet
the new requirem ents for PMio and were grouped according to the likelihood that their
current plan w ould lead to an exceedance (Fed. Reg.2004; 32273-32277). N evada’s plan
w as placed into Group 1 because, under the current plan, the area had a “strong
likelihood” o f violating new regulations.
In 1990, the Clean A ir A ct (CAA) was am ended again, and all those areas in
Group 1 w ere designated as “m oderate nonattainm ent areas” and given a deadline o f
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N ovem ber 15, 1991 to subm it a new plan (Fed. Reg.2004: 32273-32277). C lark County,
having now becom e the authority responsible for the area, subm itted its plan in the end o f
1991. Two years later, the EPA found the plan inadequate. As a result, the area was
reclassified as a “serious nonattainm ent area,” required to subm it a new SIP, and
dem onstrate attainm ent by D ecem ber 2001.
The County subm itted plans again in 1994 and 1997 to m eet the legislative
requirem ents o f the CAA, but was unsuccessful in dem onstrating attainm ent o f standards
(CCBC 2001). The 1997 plan was found insufficient to meet the requirem ents o f the
CA A but the County w ithdrew the plan before a formal disapproval could be issued (Fed.
Reg.2004: 32273-32277). In July 2001, the final revised submittal was received by the
EPA. Several parts o f this plan were im m ediately found adequate and after a tw o year
review, the EPA proposed approval o f the plan. The final rule for approval also extended
the attainm ent dem onstration from 2001 to D ecem ber 2006 (Fed. Reg. 2004: 32273-

32277).
Physical Site Characteristics
The air quality region that encom passes the LVV follows the same boundary as
the U.S. Geological Survey designated Hydrographic Basin 212 (69 Fed. Reg. 32273,
CCBC 2001). Figure 5 shows the geographical boundary o f Clark County, N evada and
the LVV (labeled as the “BLM D isposal A rea”). The basin has an area o f roughly 4,000
km^ and is surrounded by m ountains up to 3,600 m in elevation (DRI 2002).
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Over 99 pereent o f the population residing in this area lives within the sm aller BLM
Disposal Boundary, eom prising
approxim ately 1230 km^ (CCBC

Figure 5 M ap o f Clark County N onattainm ent
Area

2001). D ue to this concentration o f

C la rk CoantN’
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people, and m ajor sources, the
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boundary for air quality

S o u r c e L S C e rzu s B u re a u
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management. W ithin this smaller
S o u r c e : C C B C 2001 (SIP)

region lay a great diversity o f land
uses and jurisdictions, leading to a
variety air quality im paets and m anagem ent difficulties.
Local topographical, m eteorological, and industrial aspects m ay m ake an area
prone to air quality problem s (Spellm an 1999). One o f the loeal topographieal factors
reinforcing the PM problem in the LVV is the surrounding mountains. Areas either
com pletely or partially surrounded by m ountains often exhibit more problem atie air
pollution issues than areas w ithout m ountains (CD SN and DAQEM 2003). M ountains
decrease w ind speed and create physical barriers that can trap air, thereby slowing
pollutant dispersal and keeping concentrations high (Spellm an 1999). Smaller-scale
topography can also play a role.
There is great variation in localized PMio result from buildings and m inor ehanges
in elevations, m aking some m onitoring stations prone to higher reeorded levels. Chow et
al. (1999) had results for sites experieneing sim ilar meteorologieal conditions but located
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in different areas differ up to a factor o f five. However, this thesis is focusing on regional
levels and not on identifying w here “hot spots” may develop or their impacts.
M eteorological factors also contribute to the problem. In w inter m onths, the LVV
is subject to inversions and low w ind velocities, resulting in trapped pollutants (CDSN
and DAQEM 2003). W ind dem onstrates a com plex interplay w ith PMio because it can be
seen as both a removal (blowing out o f V alley) and an additions process (CD SN and
D A Q EM 2003).
Industrial characteristics o f the area do not significantly contribute to air quality
problem s. A dditionally, the m ajor areas o f industry (tourism, gaming,
governm ent/defense, ehem ieal m anufaeturing, quarry operations, and eonstruction) do
not prom ote pollution, “except for their encouragem ent o f greater driving distances
betw een hom e and w ork,” (Kuhns et al. 2002). In 2001, all stationary point sources
accounted for less than one percent o f total em issions (CCBC 2001, D AQ EM 2003).
H ow Does the LVV M anage P M in?
The D AQ EM developed a decision support system (DSS) in 2001 for
dem onstrating that PMio in the LVV would be below standards for the year 2006. This
m odel, the Proportional Rollback M odel (PRM ), was part o f the requirem ents o f the State
Im plem entation Plan (SIP) procedure and supports the 2001 PMio SIP doeum ent'^. The
original PRM consisted o f a series o f spreadsheets that required the user to m anually
insert input values and m ove ealeulated values into other spreadsheets. In a project to
im prove the functionality o f the model, it was converted into a system dynam ies
representation. The underlying ealeulation m ethodology was only m odified for one
com ponent (described in the subsequent paragraphs).
T his docum ent is cited as C C B C 2001 throughout this thesis.
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Local m anagem ent authorities'^ in the LVV worked together in order to provide
the input variables for the PRM . Actual em issions from the 1998 base year were used to
establish an em issions inventory. Em issions factors were determined using either local
data or procedures developed by the Office o f A ir Quality Planning and Standards (a
division o f the EPA) and described collectively in the AP-42 docum ent (EPA 1995, EPA
2003b).
The PRM can be classified as an em pirical rollback model because it is based on
observed relationships betw een pollutant eoncentrations and em issions and does not
represent fundam ental ehem ieal or physical processes causing the observed behavior
(NRC 2004). The ealeulation m ethodology assum es that mass em issions (in tons) are
direetly related to the pollutant coneentration (in pg/m^). Therefore, a reduetion in the
mass em issions leads to a proportional decrease in the concentration.
To determine 24-hour em issions the m odel uses what the D AQ EM calls a “design
day” (DAQEM 2005b). The design day is defined as a day with normal conditions (i.e.,
wind speeds are assum ed to be low and there is no preeipitation). The model does not
caleulate eontinuous days o f PMio levels and so does not represent an aetual trend in
em issions over tim e but rather how that one typieal day m ight ehange. The design day is
similar to the “design value” typically used in air quality modeling, w hich is determ ined
trom m onitored coneentrations and by m aking pollutant-speeific calculations'"' (NRC
2004). This value is com pared to the national standard. W hen m odeling, the design day

Entities include: Clark C ounty D epartm ent o f C om p reh en sive Planning, Clark C ounty D epartm ent o f A ir
Quality and Environm ental M anagem ent, Southern N evad a R egion al Transportation C oalition
For PM , the design value cou ld b e the 3-year average, 9 8 * or 9 9 * percentile value o f all m onitored
em ission s, dep en d in g on w hether it is for PM io or PM 2 5 . There are also other m ethods for calcu latin g the
design value o f o zo n e and other criteria pollutants. (N R C 2 0 0 4 , EPA 1999)
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value serves as the foundation eoncentration w hich is reduced through controls (NRC
2004).
Figure 6 represents the higher-order sector diagram o f the PRM . Total PMio
depends on em issions (construction and land-based) and is reduced by control reductions.
Land em issions depend on the num ber o f vacant land acres and this is determ ined by
construction for grow th in population. As acres are constructed, they reduce the vacant
land. Control activity reductions are exogenous in this model because they are included
as cum ulative percentages o f a variety o f control activities.

Figure 6 Sector diagram o f PRM
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The three m ain sectors (Population, V acant Land, and PMio) can be expanded to
reveal several im portant variables. These variables are shown in Table 2, according to
whether they are endogenous (calculated w ithin the m odel) or exogenous (directly
inputted into the m odel, independent variables). Table 2 identifies other key variables in
the system that may be im portant for m odeling PMio but were omitted.
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Table 2 Key variables in the PRM
Sector
PMIO

V acant Land

Population

Endogenous
D isturbed V acant
Land em issions
Stable land em issions
N ative D esert
em issions
C onstruction activity
fugitive dust
C onstruction activity
w ind erosion
C onstruction
Trackout
N ative D esert acres
U nstable acres
Stable acres
Annual construction
demand

Exogenous
M obile source
em issions
Point sources
Silt loading factors
Em ission factors*
Control reductions*

Omitted
P M io cycles
PMio Concentration
M eteorological factors
Spatial dispersion
PMio characteristics
M obile em issions and
roadw ay
com ponents

Land consumption
factor

Spatial variation
Feedback o f land (esp.
fo r demand)

Population

Population dynam ics
Sensitive populations
Population
characteristics (e.g.,
age, .yex)
Travel dem and

A notable com ponent o f this structural representation is that several im portant
drivers are considered exogenous. Exogenous variables have been created by
assum ptions and data sources that cannot be evaluated since they are outside o f the
boundary o f the model (Sterm an 1991). In the PRM , calculated PMio em issions are
limited to vacant land and construction-related em issions. Control reductions w hich
dram atically influence both vacant land and eonstruction em issions are not defined within
the system. Furtherm ore, m obile em issions are not calculated w ithin the m o d e l a n d

The D A Q E M relies on a separate M O B1L6 em issio n s m od el from the EPA to determ ine m ob ile
em ission s. H ow ever, there are no feed b ack s included to sh o w that p o licies could ch an ge population w hich
w ould affect the final projected m o b ile em issio n s. The separation o f the m od els also dem onstrates the nonholistic v ie w that m anagers are taking. T he to o ls are not integrated or validated against on e another, w hich
also m akes them m ore d ifficu lt to use for p o licy analysis.
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these em issions, especially unpaved road em issions'^, are an im portant part o f the
dynam ics o f the problem but there is no w ay to determ ine how these em issions m ight
ehange in the PRM . Population is also exogenous in the model. This means that no
m atter w hat policy change is tested in the m odel, there will be no im pact on these
variables (unless manually changed by m anagers).
The basic causal structure o f the PRM as described is shown in Figure 7. “PMio
em issions” consist o f “construction em issions” and “vacant land em issions.”
“Construction em issions” are caused by the annual “acres o f construction” o f different
types and their respective durations and em ission factors (including wind em issions,
direct em ittance from construction, and dirt tracked on to road surfaces near construction
sites). The m ajor driver o f construction is increasing population, based on “land
consum ption factor” (i.e., determ ines the required land that w ould have to be developed
to support a change in population based on a calculated average density o f annual
population change and the num ber o f acres developed each year). The other source o f
em issions is “vacant land em issions” w hich depend on the “vacant land em ission factor”
for each type o f land and the am ount o f “vacant land.” Construction serves as a lim iting
factor for “vacant land em issions,” since increases in “acres o f construction” decrease the
am ount o f available “vacant land” and therefore em issions.

C alculated in a separate report (R egion al Transportation Plan 2 0 0 4 ) by the R egion al Transportation
C om m ission
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Figure 7 Causal Loop Diagram (C L P ) o f D A Q EM Proportional Rollback M odel
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The final step determ ines the effeet o f controls on em issions to caleulate the final
PMio concentration and is represented in Figure 8 (the variable o f interest “PMm
Em issions” is now on the bottom o f the diagram in grey). The “overall control
reduction*’” reduces “P M iq Em issions,” giving “controlled PMm em issions.” The
reduction in em issions betw een uncontrolled and controlled em issions is used to calculate
the percent “reduction in m ass em issions.”
Sim ilar to the design day used to represent PMio em issions in tons, the m odel uses
a design concentration value. The D AQ EM determ ined this value by looking at
concentrations in the base year at various sites. A high-end value w as selected and used

T his variable actually represents the product o f three com p on en ts listed in A p p en d ix L o f the 2001 SIP
(C CBC ); em issio n reduction, rule effectiv e n e ss, and rule penetration. The first com p on en t w as interpreted
to mean “control e ffic ie n c y ,” (as detailed in N R C 2 0 0 4 ). Control effic ie n c y is the iraction o f total
em issio n s from a source that are controlled. R ule penetration refers to the fraction o f the source that is
subjected to the control. R ule effe c tiv e n e ss reduces the control efficien cy due to uncertainties or failure in
the control. A lthough th ese com p on en ts w ere detailed elsew h ere in the SIP, they w ere not included in the
PRM spreadsheets.
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to represent the corresponding concentration to the em issions inventory total tons’*. This
“design concentration” w as reduced by the percent “reduction in m ass em issions,” to
determine the final “controlled PMio concentration.”

Figure 8 Controls and concentration in PRM
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Functionally, the original PRM model consisted o f a series o f independent
spreadsheets that required m anually copying and pasting calculations from one sheet to
another. Certain calculations are carried over into other spreadsheets w here further builtin calculations are perform ed. All o f these steps w ere required to test only one policy
scenario. O ther variables used in the model are calculated in other supplem entary
spreadsheets, not included in the m odel and w ere therefore considered exogenous.
Updates to this model required m anually changing the values in all spreadsheets and resimulating every scenario by m anually selecting and copying values into other sheets.
The new er version o f PRM , developed in Fincher and Stave (2006), has a more
user-friendly, explicit, and integrated context, although it still relies on the original

A lthough em issio n s in tons decreased over the few years o f the dem onstration dates, the D A Q E M
assum ed the design concentration rem ained fixed . This w as done to ensure a con servative m easure and
better protect local public health (C C B C 2 0 0 1 ).
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underlying assum ptions and calculation m ethodology to determ ine em issions. For the
purposes o f im proving its functionality, the model was integrated into a single-tile model.
The program used to develop the model was V ensim ® Professional by V entana Systems
(2004). A lthough the look o f the model changed due to the w ay variables and
connections are represented in the software, almost all equations were exactly consistent
to the spreadsheets provided by DAQEM
The goals o f the D AQ EM were prim arily to im prove the use and functionality o f
the model rather than re-conceptualizing assum ptions and structure w ithin the model.
Fiowever, the process o f evaluating this model provided insight into how another
approach m ay be useful. Dem onstrating the benefits o f a system dynam ics m odel would
ideally lead to the integration o f a systems perspective, at least for planning purposes.

It w as b e liev ed th ese spreadsheets w ere the final output used in the 2001 SIP. H ow ever, it w as
discovered that the valu es had already undergone som e p o licy sim ulations and updated param eters, thereby
changing the final results from w hat w a s included in the SIP. The calculation m eth o d o lo g y and equations
w ere unchanged and therefore remain con sisten t b etw een the original Proportional R ollback M o d el and the
m odel origin ally created to replicate it.
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C H A PTER TH REE

M ETH O DS
To evaluate the benefits o f a system dynam ics (SD) P M , o m anagem ent m odel, I
first needed to create the model. The outline o f the m ethodology follows the structure
shown in Table 3. Part I o f this chapter describes the m ethod used to create the SD
model follow ing the first four steps o f the system dynam ics problem solving process. Part
II describes criteria for determ ining w hether the model meets utility measures, described
prim arily from a systems perspective.

Table 3 Outline o f M ethods
I.

D eveloping a system dynam ics model
a. define the problem
I . reference m ode
b. describe the system
1. key variables
2. seetor diagram s
3. dynam ic hypothesis (CED)
c. develop the model
1. stock and flow
d. build confidence in the model
I . validation
2. extrem e conditions
3. sensitivity

IT

Evaluating benefits o f m odel
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Part I: D evelopm ent o f System D ynam ics M odel
The following sections follow the system dynam ics problem solving method,
briefly explained in Chapter 2 on page 34.
1.

Define the problem

D ata for C lark County PMio levels before 1990 is not readily available^” (Chay,
Dobkin, and Greenstone 2003). However, the EPA refers to the num ber o f average
exceedances in Clark County during the late 1970s in the Federal Register as 14 per year
(Fed. Reg. 7 Sept 2004). These exceedances refer to total suspended particulates (TSP)
standards set before 1987. Com paring these exceedances to PMio exceedances in not
accurate but it does provide a basis for historic trends. Since the standard for TSP was
significantly higher (at 260pg/m^) w ith a larger size range o f particles (up to 40 pm)
(EPA 2003c), it was assum ed that for early years the PMio exceedances were about h alf
o f the TSP exceedances. Figure 9 shows these estim ates (dotted line) along w ith the
actual exceedances reported from 1986 forward. V iolation days are used to avoid
counting m ultiple exceedances, at different locations, on the same day.

States are required to fo llo w strict g u id elin es for m onitoring the am bient le v e ls o f PM p ollution (N R C
2 0 0 4 ). H ow ever, em issio n inform ation in the past w as not required to be d isclo sed in the sam e w a y as it is
currently. S om e researchers (C hay, D ob k in , and G reenston e 2 0 0 3 ) have requested inform ation from the
E PA u sin g the Freedom o f Inform ation A ct request. A ctu al num bers o f ex ceed a n ces as near as th ey could
be determ ined are show n in A p p en d ix C, under H istoric E xceed an ces.
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Figure 9 PMio violation days in Clark County, estim ated and actual
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From this inform ation a general trend was approxim ated. It was assum ed that
concentrations start out relatively low , although several exceedances w ould occur
throughout the year. Concentrations peak through the 1980s and 1990s and then begin to
significantly decline after 2000, w hen application o f control m easures increase and acres
o f vacant land (a m ajor source o f PMio pollution) decrease. This trend is shown in Figure
10 and represents the problem w ith PMio graphically, called the reference mode. Current
NAAQS^’ for P M iq require concentrations to fall below the lim it o f 150 m icrogram s per
cuhic m eter (pg/m^) in a 24-hour period, labeled as a dotted line. Actual concentration
trends would show significantly m ore variation than the Figure 10. H owever, the trend
The annual standard w as recently discarded by the EPA at the end o f 2 0 0 6 because it w as found not to be
linked with health e ffects (E PA 2 0 0 6 ).
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w as sm oothed to simplify the inform ation w hile still dem onstrating that concentrations
m ay go above or below standards throughout a given year.

Figure 10 Reference M ode for PMjo A nnual and 24-hour Standards
in the Las V egas Valley
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The challenge is to understand how the problem developed and avoid future
exceedances as well as discover if historic exceedances could have been avoided. A
desired trend is shown in Figure 11. There are a few years w hich still show exceedances,
but it is less than the num ber o f exceedances actually exhibited historically. In fact, any
trend w ith concentrations either below actual levels or, ideally, below the federal
standards w ould be a vast im provem ent. There is great incentive for any reduction,
considering all o f the health im pacts and deaths that are directly related to PMio levels.
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Figure 11
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2.

D escribe the system

Sources/ P M -P roducins Activities
A lthough dust m ight intuitively be considered a natural and regular occurrence in
a desert, native desert actually has very low em issions (CDSN and D AQ EM 2003). This
is because desert land form s a crust on the topm ost layer trapping dust particles
underneath that is easily regenerated w ith natural levels o f wind and rain when
disturbance is m inim al (CD SN and D AQ EM 2003). Land construction in the LVV this
protective layer on the surface and also requires m oving large quantities o f earth for
razing or infill. Piles o f uncovered dirt can often be seen near construction sites. These
have been located near areas w ith frequent disturbances, such as freeways, resulting in
clouds o f particles w hich dram atically reduce local visibility. D isturbed land and
exposed earth poses even m ore o f a problem if an area is prone to w indy conditions.
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Fugitive dust, regardless o f its source, is a m ajor problem for Clark County and also one
o f the reasons w hy previous SIPs were not approved (DAQEM ). In a study o f residential
areas by Chow et a l (1999), fugitive dust accounted for 80-90% o f PMio while m otor
vehicle exhaust was only 3-9% o f all PM em issions in those areas.
Rapidly-growing areas often suffer from intense construction periods w hich can
cause subsequent spikes in PM pollution. A dditionally, dust that has been em itted into
the air settles back onto the land and road surfaces, w here it is then re-entrained into the
air by passing traffic (RFC 2004). If no further PM material is added, an equilibrium
value should be reached between the am ount o f re-entrained particles and particles
settling onto the surface (EPA 2003b). Yet, in the early stages o f growth, m ore and more
acres are disturbed, adding m ore material to the em itted/re-em itted cycle. As
developm ent occupies vacant land, the production o f dust decreases and there is a
subsequent decline in dust em issions from roadw ays in those areas (RTC 2004).
The m ajor PM,o sources in 2001 for the LVV are shown in Figure 12. While
background geologic PM is em itted, its levels are considered m ostly part o f background
em issions and not an em ission source that can be controlled. Fortunately, the m ajority o f
these geologic particles are large enough (> I0 pm ) that they do not pose much o f a health
threat as opposed to their sm aller counterparts (DAQ EM ). Hum an-caused em issions
include point, area, and m obile sources. Point sources com e from facilities w ith a fixed
location, usually containing a stack o f closely m onitored em issions (Solomon 1994).
A rea sources can be either stationary or m obile (excluding on-road vehicles), are too
num erous and low to be treated individually but have significant im pacts when
aggregated (Solom on 1994).
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Figure 12 Em issions sources for 2001 em issions inventory in
the LVV (DAQEM )
'10 E m is s io n s In v e n to ry (2001)
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M obile sources com e principally from on-road sources and include direct
em issions from vehicles, brake dust, and particles that are entrained (“kicked” up into the
air) from road surfaces (D AQEM , Solom on 1994). The netw ork o f paved roads is not
directly responsible for these em issions even though they are considered m obile sources
(RTC 2004). D ust from nearby areas including construction sites or vacant land is either
blow n by w ind or tracked onto paved surfaces by construction or off-road vehicles (RTC
2004). As vehicles drive on these roads, dust is re-entrained into the air (RTC 2004).
Control M easures
Control measures reduce either the em ission factor o f certain sources or the
am ount o f activity that is leading to em issions (i.e., im posing perm its to control the
am ount o f acres that can be constructed in a given year reduces construction activity and
therefore directly reduces construction emissions). The m ost com m on m itigative control
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measure used in the LVV for construction dust is spraying w ater on disturbed land,
construction sites, and their entry w ay s. O ther types o f controls include other form s o f
stabilization such as building w ind breaks or fences, or spraying other dust suppressants
(CCBC 2001).
Social Factors
In addition to understanding PMio and the sources and controls specific to the
LVV, it is also necessary to understand how the social system is changing. This includes
population dynamics, especially population growth. The LVV contains several cities
w hich have been am ong the fastest grow ing cities in the United States for m ore than the
past decade (US Census Bureau 2006, CCBC 2001, DAQEM 2001, D AQ EM 2005A).
M any em issions are based on the population in the LVV, directly or indirectly. Travel
demand is a function o f the population, the average num ber o f trips per person and the
average distance traveled per trip. Travel dem and leads to vehicle m iles traveled which
is a direct source o f vehicle em issions and responsible for reem itting PM material on road
surfaces. Population depends on in-m igration w hich is driven by the attractiveness o f the
Valley. Attractiveness is the cum ulative effect o f the factors that cause people to m ove to
or away from an area (Forrester 1995:8). U nderstanding these dynam ics helps in
understanding how the V alley developed, how that developm ent affected PM]o, and what
could have or could still be done to alleviate the problem .
Sector D iasram
Based on the inform ation above, three m ajor sectors o f the system were
identified: land, PMio em issions and cycle, and population. A high-order representation
o f the m ajor sectors interacting to form PMio this problem is shown in Figure 13.
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Population, through dem and factors, drives the developm ent o f land and also cause
disturbance o f native desert. Land, both vacant and under construction, has em issions
w hich influence PMjo. Population grow th is driven by available land for new residents
and other land characteristics (e.g., services available).

Figure 13 H igh-order representation o f model

Land

P opulation

Figure 14 shows the processes that occur w ithin each sector and how com ponents
w ithin sectors affect other sectors. W ithin the land sector, vacant land is constructed and
becom es part o f the developed area. This developm ent is based on the population
desiring to m ove to the LVV. V acant land drives the am ount o f “loose” or disturbed PM
particles on the surface and also leads to em issions. Additionally, construction on these
acres is for different land-use categories (e.g., residential homes, com m ercial, flood
control) w hich have different associated durations and emissions. D eveloped land acres
drive attractiveness and lim it the am ount o f people who can m ove into the V alley (i.e., inmigration). D eveloped land also determ ines the transportation network o f roadways.
Transportation (the diam ond in Figure 14) crosses sector categories because it represents
both the physical set o f paved roads/road capacity and the travel demand.
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Figure 14 Processes w ithin and connections between sectors
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The population desiring to m ove to the LVV depends on attractiveness factors
(e.g., tim e in traffic). The LVV population drives travel dem and and unpaved road
disturbance (Transportation) and therefore m obile em issions. Em issions (in the PMio
hexagon), depend on Transportation (paved and unpaved), acres in various categories o f
land, and meteorological factors such as w ind and precipitation. PM on the surface is put
into the air through these em issions and the concentration o f PMio is determ ined by these
mass em issions in the air and the volum e o f air in the Valley (which varies seasonally).
All o f these factors are w ell as other im portant variables are identified in Table 4.
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Boundaries
A lthough tem perature and atmospheric pressure may control how air rises and
falls (Spellm an 1999), the processes controlling these conditions are quite com plex and
beyond the level o f detail needed for this project. D aily tem perature fluctuations are also
not tracked since night and day variations w ould average when looking at an entire day.
The model is not spatially distributed or seeking to reveal hot spots since the question o f
concern is regional m anagem ent and aggregated effects. H owever, it should be realized
that there w ould be a w ide distribution o f concentrations throughout the LVV. A
m axim um exposure factor m ay be useful to give an upper lim it o f concentrations that
individuals m ay be exposed to.
Only prim ary PMio was modeled. The justification for this is that PMio is usually
prim ary particles, m echanically added to the air (Lippm ann 2003), w hile secondary
particles are predom inantly PMa.s (EPA 2004). PMio w as not differentiated into the
specific chem ical com ponents w hich com pose it because there are no standards in the
U.S. for these other than other regulated chem icals, like lead (Lippm ann 2003). The
m akeup o f PMio could, however, play an im portant role for health, but this was
considered beyond the scope o f the current project.
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Table 4

Key variables by sector

Sector

Endogenous
Stable PMio on surface
U nstable PMio on
surface
PMio in air
rate o f disturbance and
stabilization
A rea source em issions
M obile source
, em issions
V olum e o f the air shed
A ctual rem oval &
settling rates

Exogenous
N ormal removal &
settling rates
W ind factor and
norm al rain
ev en tt
H eight o f boundary
layerf
Silt loading factors
Point sources
Em ission factors*
Control reductions*

O m itted
Other m eteorological
factors
Spatial dispersion/hot
spots
PMio characteristics

Eand

N ative D esert acres
U nstable acres
Stable acres
Acres in construction
D eveloped/U rban area
Residential capacity*
A nnual construction
dem and
D isturbance rate

D esigned density
Land stabilization
time
Em ission factors*
Control reductions*

Spatial variation

Population

People desiring to
m ove to EVV
Population in LVV
Residential capacity*
actual in-m igration and
out-m igration
actual death rate
A ttractiveness
Paved road Lanem iles
actual planned acres o f
roads and support
U npaved roads
U npaved shoulders
personal trips per
person per day
V ehicle m iles traveled
Effective lanem ile
capacity___________

Birth rate
N orm al death rate

Sensitive populations
Population
characteristics
(e.g., age,

normal planned
roadw ay demand
obligatory trips per
person per day
Em ission factors*

Types o f roadw ays
and lanem iles (e.g.,
freeway, arterial)

PMIO

Transportation

crosses sectors

subcomponents,
chemicals)

f seasonal
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PM pollution varies seasonally, by location, and is affected by w eather
com ponents such as tem perature, rain and w ind (EPA 2004); This m odel is not intended
to be a m eteorological or predictive, and so relative seasonal factors w ere used to capture
these effects. M eteorological factors included the probability o f rain for each m onth
(every day a probability is selected random ly from the monthly m inim um and
m axim um ), monthly ranges for w ind speeds and the average height o f the boundary layer
every month.
D ynam ic H ypothesis
The causal structure is sim ilar to that o f the Proportional Rollback Model:
growing population drives PM -em itting activities, w hich increases the am ount o f
pollutants in the air. However, the SD representation expands the PM -em itting activities,
their causes, and feedbacks in the system. Figure 15 shows a causal loop diagram (CED)
starting w ith PM,o concentrations and tracing backw ard through its basic causes. The
PMio concentration depends on the “volum e o f air in EV V ” and the “mass PMio in air.”
This volum e depends on the “boundary layer height” and the “surface area o f LV V .”
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Figure 15 CLD o f basic structure o f emissions in SD model
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“M ass PM 10 in air” depends on various “PM -em itting activities” and “PM
em ission factors” for those activities. “C ontrols” reduce em ission factors or “PM em itting activities” and “PM em ission factors” also depend directly on w ind speeds.
Continuing from “PM -em itting activities,” “vacant land” and “acres in construction” are
both m ajor PM sources. However, as “acres in construction” increases, they decrease
“vacant land” form ing a balancing loop (B1 in Figure 15). “Acres in construction”
depends on the “Population in L W , ” w hich depends on “attractiveness o f the L W . ”
There is a dotted line connecting “PMio concentration” to the attractiveness because it is
not always the case that bad pollution slows grow (or reduces attractiveness), although it
w ould for some. W hen this line is drawn it closes the second balancing loop (B2).
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Figure 16 CLD w ith m obile sources included
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Flowever, this structure is not com plete. A s Figure 16 shows, when the
“Population in L W ” increases, so do “vehicle m iles traveled.” These vehicle m iles
further increase “PM -em itting activities,” which increase the concentration, decrease the
attractiveness and therefore decrease the population change, form ing the next balancing
loop (B3). As “V ehicle m iles traveled” (VM T) increases, “congestion” also increases,
which reduces attractiveness, population change, and V M T, thereby forming balancing
loop B4. City planners recognize the im pact o f congestion and so as the population
grows, there are m ore “acres in construction” including for roads w hich increases “road
capacity,” decreases “congestion” and increases attractiveness, form ing the first
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reinforcing loop (R l). Planners are not the only ones who respond to congestion. As
congestion increases, individuals reduce the num ber o f unnecessary trips decreasing
“trips per person” w hich decreases V M T and therefore reduces “congestion,” (B5).
In the preceding diagram , population, through attractiveness, is driven only by
congestion and PMjo pollution (w hich generally reduce attractiveness w hen population
increases except for road building, R l, w hieh reduces congestion). H owever, there are
other factors w hich are driving population growth in the Valley.

Figure 17 CLD o f jo b s and service drivers o f attractiveness
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Figure 16 shows that w hen “acres in construction” increases, there is an increase in
“available services,” w hich increases the attractiveness, further increasing population and
leading to m ore acres constructed. Likewise, construction and increased urban
developm ent leads to m ore jobs w hich increases attractiveness and leads to m ore inm igration and further developm ent. This diagram represents the final dynam ic
hypothesis o f the structure causing PMjo in the L W .

Figure 17 CLD o f Jobs and service drivers o f attractiveness
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3. Develop the model
Stock a n d Flow Structure
Representing the physical structure o f PMio m ovem ent at its sim plest requires
tracking the processes that add and rem ove it from the air. Figure 18 shows PMio is
added by em issions processes o f direct chem ical or physical hum an activities (burning in
com bustion o f cars and industrial processes or physical disturbances such as tires
displacing surface dust into air), wild and structure fires, wind entrainm ent, and transport.
PM pollution in the air eventually returns to the surface through deposition. The two
prim ary w ays are w ashout and rainout, w ith particles attaching to w ater droplets, or dry
deposition, com m only referred to as settling or fallout (Spellm an 1999, Society for Risk
Analysis 2007). A nother m inor removal and addition process includes PM pollution
transported in or out o f the area.

Figure 18 Simplified Representation o f the Physical Structure
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Figure 18 also shows the source categories o f emissions defined by the EPA.
Although nearby area sources lead to the dust falling on roadways, the EPA tracks the
source o f these em issions only back to the source o f their direct em ittance into the air,
therefore classifying these em issions as m obile sources (RTC 2004).
As was described earlier in the sector diagram section, interactions betw een land,
population, and PM needs to be represented. The following diagram s com bine the
physical representation o f com ponents o f the system (amount o f vacant land, num ber o f
people in the valley) and how they increase, decrease, or change (vacant land becom es
developed land). The causal dependencies are also incorporated and expanded as they
are connected to the physical structure.
The stock and flow representation o f the PMio sector o f the model is shown in
Figure 19. Particles, in tons, are either “Stable PM ioon surface” w hich can be disturbed
and therefore destabilized, represented as “U nstable PMio on surface.” These partieles
are then em itted through a variety o f em ission activities so that they becom e “M ass PMio
in air.” “M ass PMio in air” can also be added to by point source em issions. These
particles can fall out and becom e “U nstable PMio on surface” or w hen there is
precipitation, “Stable PMio on surface.” Particles can also be transported to other areas or
be removed to streams and lakes. The “M ass PMio in air” is divided by the volum e o f air
in the L W to determ ine the daily PMio concentration.
The population sector is not shown here, but it consists o f a stock o f the
“Population in L W ” as well as the population o f “People desiring to m ove to L W . ”
“In-m igration” is the flow that connects these two stocks. The attractiveness sector
determines how in-m igration and out-m igration will change with time. The m ajor
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param eters affecting attractiveness w ere jo b availability, service availability and
effectiveness, congestion or tim e in traffic, and air quality
The land and dem and for land sectors o f the m odel are subscripted according to
construction project type (such as airports, com m ercial, residential homes, and so forth).
Figure 20 shows the stock-and-flow representation o f the land sector o f the model.
Vacant land is represented as either “N ative D esert”, “ Stable Land” or “U nstable Land.”
“Annual acres constructed” is determ ined by factors such as acres o f services required
per capita and grows w ith time. These acres are allocated across the three land stocks
and flow into the “Acres ordered backlog” stock where they aw ait construction.
From “Acres ordered backlog,” acres are either lim ited by “acres o f construction
perm itted” or simply rem ain backlogged before m oving into “acres in prim ary (active)
construction,” defined as the disturbance-intensive part o f construction activities with
m ajor earth-m oving operations. The duration spent in this stock depends on the level o f
disturbance o f the construction project and the total duration o f the project.
A sim ilar flow m oves land into “acres in secondary construction” where
construction em issions are reduced. A cres finish eonstruction, becom ing part o f the
“U rban/developed area.” Some construction is reconstruction, w hich is the
redevelopm ent o f previously built acres (m oves acres into the “A cres ordered backlog”
stock, w here construction cycle begins again). It is assumed that acres are only
reeonstrueted for the sam e type o f project (i.e. from com mercial to com m ercial acres),
based on land use zoning. Em issions are based on acres in each o f these stocks, with the
exception o f “U rban/D eveloped A rea” for w hich only highw ay acres are used.

T his last attractiveness factor w as included as a sw itch sin ce there has not been a strong im pact on
slo w in g grow th even as air quality w orsened and literature d o es not strongly support this connection.
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Assumptions in the M odel
The m odel is sim ulated in days to best capture the 24-hour concentration. The
tim e horizon chosen reaches back to 1960, before m ajor developm ent had occurred in the
L W . This is also ju st prior to the Clean A ir Act. The tim e horizon extends out to 2025
which is around the tim e that growth is projected to slow.
Precipitation, w ind, and boundary layer height were chosen as param eters
representing essential m eteorological effects. The first two param eters affect PM
addition and removal processes, while the boundary layer height is vital for determ ining
the volum e o f air in the valley and thus the concentration o f PMio. This model is not
intended to be either a m eteorological or predictive model. Therefore, relative seasonal
factors w ere determ ined and used to drive the im pacts. For precipitation, seasonal
inform ation included the m axim um probability o f rain days for each m onth (w ith a
m inim um o f zero).
The height o f the boundary layer depends on the valley’s depth as well as the
intensity o f radiative cooling (Spellm an 1999). The value o f this param eter is driven by
m any com plex m eteorological processes but does tend to follow a seasonal trend.
Therefore, an average boundary layer height for each m onth o f the year w as developed.
U sing data from a m onitoring site^^, the m inim um and m axim um average daily
wind speed for each m onth are used to generate a random daily w ind speed using a beta
distribution. Sinee this data cam e from an actual year, the m axim um values were
increased by a factor o f four to allow for more variation in wind speeds. The random
daily w ind speed is then divided by the annual m ean derived from over 40 years o f

See the list o f T ext referen ces in A ppendix A for the d escription o f D A Q E M data that w a s used (JD
Smith m onitoring site in 2 0 0 4 ).
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NOAA data (see G orelow 2005), giving a norm alized w ind faetor varying around 1. The
wind factor is then m ultiplied by the norm al em issions factors, for em issions influenced
by wind, to determ ine an actual em ission factor (i.e., w hen the wind factor is 1.25,
emissions factors will be 25% higher than normal).
W hen data specific to the V alley was not available for the entire time horizon
(specifically back to I960 or from 2006 to 2025), param eters were divided by the current
population in the year they were estim ated to determ ine per capita estimates. M any o f
the equations used in the model are logical m aterial flow arguments (i.e., total population
is the sum o f the inputs o f in-m igration and births m inus the outflows o f deaths and out
migration). However, som e calculations are based on EPA -developed equations that are
not so intuitive. For a list o f equations see A ppendix A.
4. Build confidence in the model
Validation
M odels are abstractions o f reality and so are never truly valid (Ford 1999,
Sterman 2000, Shreckengost 1985). However, model validation includes tests that can
increase the confidence in the model. M odel validation begins by a face validity test,
which Ford (1999: 286) describes as a check that model structure and param eters make
sense. All param eter values were based on w idely accepted data sources (listed in
Appendix A), or based on available inform ation w ith certain assumptions. If no source
could be found, an estim ate was given and deseribed in the model docum entation. The
structure o f the model is based partially on other m odels (listed in A ppendix A) and
com mon system structures (espeeially from Sterm an 2000). The face validity test usually
occurs autom atically during m odel developm ent and so in early phases, structural
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elements w ere evaluated for their logic and several m odifications and iterations were
performed.
O ther tests involve com parison to historic data. W hen the model generates results
close to the reference mode, it is believed to contain the essential structure causing the
problem . Extrem e conditions testing and sensitivity testing are a tw o other m ajor
validation tests. M odel perform ance under extreme conditions tests add to confidence in
the model as well as its utility for evaluating policies (Shreckengost 1985:3). This can
include forcing the system to perform in ways that would norm ally be considered
abnormal (e.g., w hat if population doubled tom orrow?). Sensitivity analysis is performed
to consider how model outcom es m ight change if other feasible assum ptions were made
(Sterm an 1991: 13). Since m ost social systems are stable, small changes in param eter
values should not lead to radieal behavioral changes (Shreckengost 1985:6).
C om paring O utput to Reference Mode.
The next m ajor test for validation is com paring the output o f the m odel to the
reference mode. The CLD and stock and flow sim ulation model represent a hypothesis
o f the dynam ic structure causing a problem. W hen that structure is capable o f generating
the problem atic behavior, there is support that the model captures the essential strueture
o f the system (Ford 1999). Figure 21 shows the reference mode that deseribes the
problem atic trend being analyzed. The shaded portion represents the range o f values that
could be taken in the early stages o f development.
O utput from the m odel for the 24-hour PMio concentration is shown in Figure 22.
The results gave PMio levels above the 150 pg/m^ standard som ewhat frequently at first,
followed by a period o f tim e w here exceedanees w ere much m ore eom m on and o f higher
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intensity. A fter control policies were developed and implem ented in 2001, em issions
drop significantly. There are still occasional exceedanees, due to seasonal factors w hieh
make PMio concentrations rise (e.g., w hen the boundary layer is low and the same
am ount o f particulates are dispersed in a sm aller volum e o f air).

Figure 21 Reference M ode w ith estim ated range o f PMIO
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Figure 22 M odel output for 24-hour PMIO concentration
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C om paring O utput to H istorical Behavior.
In addition to the concentration o f PM, there are several other key variables that
can be com pared to their historic trends. Population is the ultim ate driver for many types
o f disturbances and em issions. Population values were therefore com pared to historic
values from the U.S. Census Bureau and the Clark County D epartm ent o f Comprehensive
Planning (CCCP) and estim ates m ade by the Center for Business and Econom ic
Research. The result o f this com parison is shown in Figure 23. Population values are
very close to historic and estim ated values. The sudden shift in the actual values (thick
line) is due to a switch betw een the data sources listed above and does not represent a
sudden decline in the population. For future projections, the m odel’s population is
slightly higher than the estimates.

Figure 23 Population validation
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Since land em issions are a significant contributor to PMio, the model output was
also com pared to the trends listed by the CCCP. Figure 24 shows the com parison o f
vacant land in the m odel (solid line, labeled “ 1”) and CCCP historic and estim ated values
(dotted line, labeled “2”). The tw o trends are close for historic values, but becom e more
divergent tow ard the final years o f the simulation, until they cross in 2020. The estimates
from CCCP are actually linear after 2003, which explains this difference. The model
shows an exponential deeay that slows as zero is approached. This is because the model
assumes that as less vacant land is available, land becom es increasingly difficult to obtain
for development^"*. Com plete validation and calibration (where input param eters were
uncertain) were perform ed on the model and are shown in A ppendix B.

Figure 24 V acant Land validation
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This could be from increased co sts, other regulations or lim its on the am ount o f land that can be
constructed or other p o licies. The m od el d oes not detail the m echanism for this, but rather ju st u ses a n on 
linear relationship o f d evelop m en t as land b eco m es scarce— even i f dem and rem ains high.
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Extreme Conditions Tests.
Ford (1999; 287) states that extrem e behavior tests are one o f the m ost
“revealing” tests on models: these tests involve m aking a m ajor change in model
param eters to determ ine if the response is reasonable. For this test, construction was
suddenly forced to a halt in 1970. The results are shown in Figure 25 and, as expected,
the developed area becom es a flat line in 1970. Em issions continue and because vacant
land is not being reduced, there are greater vacant land em issions than during the base
run.

Figure 25 Developed area when construction stops in 1970
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A nother test was to see w hat would be the com bined effect o f stopping
construction, removing m obile em issions, and assum ing all land was in the “Native
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D esert” stock. The expected result w ould be em issions close to background emissions
levels. This also tests w hether settling and transport rates are w ithin an appropriate
range. The trend is shown in Figure 26 and the average o f the variations is about
14pg/m^. Background concentrations, taken from average concentrations at a site outside
o f the L W , are reported as 10.5 pg/m^ (DAQEM ).

Figure 26 Background concentration
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Sensitivity Tests.
The SD m odel was tested for sensitivity o f certain variables to reasonable changes
in values. Since m ost variables driving the rem oval processes o f PMio in the air were
based on estim ates this was the first sensitivity test perform ed. The results for this test
are shown in Figure 27 and show that these variables m ay greatly influence levels and
that it w ould be worthw hile to investigate specific rates o f settling, washout, and
transport. H owever, because it is accepted that the m ajority o f particles settle w ithin the
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L W , the higher estim ates are unlikely because they assume a com pounding o f the low est
settling rates and assum e that around 60 to 80 percent o f em issions stay in the air at all
times.

Figure 27 Sensitivity o f PMio in the air to rem oval rates
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Population trends w ere also analyzed to determ ine their dependence on the socio
econom ic factors driving in- and out-m igration. The results for this analysis are shown in
Figure 28. Population follow s the same trend for the m ajority o f the cases, but does level
o ff at different points. A gain, m any o f the low er estim ates for attractiveness factors
could be rem oved since they w ould not be able to replicate the population trends that
were seen historically.
A nother im portant area for determ ining sensitivity is costs. The range o f costs for
each control m ethod com es from the 2001 State Im plem entation Plan (CCBC 2001). The
sensitivity o f costs is show n in Figure 29 and shows the upper and low er lim its o f costs.
The high and low estim ates o f costs will give a range o f costs, but w hen an average o f all
costs is chosen the sim ulation results are basically in the center o f the range. Therefore,
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the average value was set for all cost variables, although policy-makers m ay be interested
in knowing the m axim um possible value they may have to pay w hich can vary up to
around an extra $200 M.

Figure 28 Sensitivity analysis o f
population based on attractiveness factors

Figure 29 Cumulative cost sensitivity
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5. Use the m odel for policv analvsis
The results o f using this m odel are described in Chapter Four. A nalysis results
are organized according to the utility criteria described in the following section.

Part II: Evaluating Benefits o f the Model
Since all m odels are abstracted from reality, no model can ever be truly valid;
therefore, instead o f validity, a m ore practical concern would be usefulness,
instructiveness, or some other descriptive criteria (Sterm an 2000, Ford 1999,
Shreckengost 1985: 1). This thesis focuses on the benefits o f a system s perspective,
especially for PMio management.
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There are a variety o f ways that décision support systems (DSS) in general could
be analyzed for utility. The first w ay involves looking at model utility criteria for air
quality m anagers. A nother m ethod for testing utility in DSS w ould be determ ining the
soundness o f the model. Still another m ethod w ould be to ask specific policy questions
o f the DSS. Policy testing can lead to insight about the problem and reveal faulty
assum ptions in how the model was structured.
I selected a com bination o f these criteria^^, shown in
Table 5, to serve as the foundation for exploring the benefits o f a systems
perspective. These criteria can also be used to perform a general analysis o f the utility o f
a model. M any o f the evaluation questions are from a system dynam ics perspective but
support and criteria from other m anagem ent and DSS application are also included.
Usually, tradeoffs exist betw een criteria, so strong perform ance in one area could be
offset by poor perform ance in another (A ggett and M cColl 2006). The general criteria
were given a specific L W application question or various questions to aid in analysis.

T o see a m ore com p reh en sive list o f p o ssib le evaluation m eth od s see A ppendix D
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Table 5 Evaluation Criteria
Evaluation Criteria

Source

Description

Specific Application
toLVV

Are m odel results
realistic?

Shreckengost,
1985;
Sterm an 2000

Results should make
sense in the real
world
M odel should
perform reasonably
to extreme
conditions tests
Includes tim e delays
and bottlenecks o f
m aterial flows

H ow w ell does the
model
' Replicate the
reference mode
and historic
trends?
' Respond to
extrem e
conditions
tests?
' Represent
delays and
possible
bottlenecks in
construction?

Does the DSS m eet
the m ain/designed
purpose?
W hat is the purpose?

Sterman,

M odel m ust m eet at
least the main
purpose to have
utility for managers

H ow does the
model answer
w hether policies
reduce or prevent
PMio exceedanees?

A model which
provides answers to
questions beyond
the m ain purpose,
including those that
m ay develop
through testing is
m ore useful than
one that cannot
Few lim its in the
questions that can
be asked o f the
DSS
A llow s a variety o f
scenarios to be
tested

H ow does the
m odel perform for
the following:
- Input and output
options (variety
o f tests that can
be performed)
o A nsw ering
questions
beyond the
original
purpose

Is the model flexible
and adaptable? Does
it allow for diverse
policy questions to be
asked o f it?

2000

N iem ann and
Lim p, 2004;
A ggett and
M cColl, 2006
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Evaluation Criteria

Description

Specific Application
toLVV

Clearly distinguishes
betw een what is
part o f the system
and excluded
Should be broad
enough to
incorporate
im portant drivers
Factors that m ight
change
significantly over
tim e should be
included

H ow well does
m odel incorporate
im portant drivers o f
PMio pollution? Is
the am ount o f detail
for the problem
appropriate?

Source
Sterman,

Is the boundary clear
and appropriate?

2000

Is the time horizon
sufficient? Can
model show long
term im pacts?

Sterman,
2000; Aggett
and M cColl
2006

Time horizon should H ow well does the
be long enough to model:
capture how the
' Show how PMio
became a
problem developed
problem
and any delayed or
' Show possible
indirect effects o f
future
changes to the
problem s with
system
PMio

Are appropriate
causal m echanism s
included? Are
feedback effects
properly taken into
account?

Sterm an 2000

Problem s traced back
to their causes
Feedbacks and
interactions among
com ponents in the
system are included
M odel captures
possible side
effects both
positive and
negative
Open-loop or linear
eauses do not
dom inate the model

DSS captures human
response to policy
changes?

A ggett and
M cColl,
2006;
Sterman
2000; Ford
1999

Soeial faetors and
responses to
policies are
im portant and if
excluded can
recom m end a
policy that m ight
otherw ise fail

H ow does the
model
- Trace problem s
back to their
causes?
' Incorporate the
dem and drivers
for construction
and therefore
PMio?

- Show potential
side effects from
policies?
To w hat degree
does the model
show how the L W
population m ight
respond to
interventions?
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Evaluation Criteria

Source

Does the m odel aid in
learning and
understanding about
the system?

Ford 1999;
Sterm an 2000

Description

Specific Application
toLVV

How w ould the
Focus should not be
on point prediction, model answer:
but understanding
W hat could
Learn how to
have been done
understand and
to prevent or
avoid problems
better alleviate
PMio problem s
in the L W ?
W hat are the
m ajor leverage
points in the
system for
controlling
PMio?

Does the DSS help
decision-m akers
develop effective
policies or improve
m anagem ent?

Sterman,
2000; Ford,
1999

helps managers
decide on policies
to im plem ent and
leads to im proved
policies
• goes beyond simply
providing a
num erical answer,
but enhances
learning
' learning and insight
can be applied to
new situations

W hat insights does
the model provide
into how PMio
m anagem ent could
have been
im proved?
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CH A PTER FOU R

RESULTS
To determ ine the benefits o f incorporating a system s perspective into the air
quality m anagem ent for the Las V egas V alley ( L W ) , poliey analysis was performed.
Only a small seleetion o f these results is included in the thesis.
The first eriterion deals w ith reality o f results. The first tw o com ponents o f that
criterion w ere addressed in the previous chapter (see validation section starting on page
75).

Are Results R ealistic?
H ow D oes Each M odel R epresent Tim e Delavs and Bottlenecks?
The developm ent o f vacant land into urban area is one o f the m ajor material flows
in the model. The num ber o f acres in the construction stream is responsible for a large
percentage o f total em issions. The SD model first calculates dem and for construetion,
w hich places acres on order for construction. Figure 30 shows how, at any given
m om ent, there is m ore land in the ordered stoek, than in the tw o phases o f construction.
Acres accum ulate in the land ordered stock as perm its for eonstruction or other plans are
being developed. I f new eonstruction were to stop, there w ould be a delay before all
eonstruction w ould stop since there are acres in every phase o f construction at all times.
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Figure 30 Results for acres in development stream
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A nother com ponent o f delay and exam ple o f a restricted flow in the system is the
population m oving to the L W .

Figure 31 Population stock and flow structure
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actual out
migration

Figure 32 Population desiring to move to LVV
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The structure o f this backlog is shown in Figure 31 with the stock o f “People
desiring to m ove to LV V ” and the “Population in LV V .” Figure 32 shows the population
o f people desiring to m ove to the LVV and part b below shows actual in-m igration to the
LVV. The flow is limited by the am ount o f “available supply for new residents” in
Figure 31, w hich is determ ined by construction o f new homes. The stock o f people
desiring to m ove to LVV continues to grow throughout the simulation, even though the
population has begun to slow.

Does the M odel Show Flow Policies Change PMio Exceedances?
As can be seen even from the com parison to the reference mode, the model shows
the concentrations o f P M iq. These calculated concentrations are com pared to the
standard internally and the num ber o f annual exceedances is tracked. The num ber o f
calculated exceedances for the base sim ulation is shown in Figure 33. “Exceedances”
here is considered the raw num ber o f days per year that concentrations may go above
standards. However, w hen actually calculating exceedances, the EPA uses a different
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calculation m ethod that may transform actual em issions to determ ine a design value for
the year to m ake the eom parison to the standard only onee.
The trend in Figure 33 shows a rapid decline in exceedanees from 2000 to 2003.
The model calculates new exceedances when policy changes are made, based on the
resulting concentration trends. The m odel would allow for new values for standards if
they were changed in the future. A dditionally, users eould update the ealculation
m ethodology to represent the m ethod EPA uses to determ ine if an area m eets the air
quality requirem ents for an area, possibly replacing the raw num ber o f exceedanees per
year (Figure 33) or using it as an input.

Figure 33
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Is the Model Flexible for Policy Testing and Analysis?
Does the M odel Have Several Poliey Test Options?

A speeifie policy scenario dealing w ith construction was chosen to analyze the
availability o f input and output options and tests available for managers. Construction
activities are responsible for a great portion o f PMio em issions in the LVV so, to be more
effective m anagers m ight begin by focusing on a problem atic em ission souree category.

A com parison betw een the SD model and the Proportional Rollback Model
(PRM ) for this scenario is shown in Table 6. For this and m ost other policy scenarios,
the SD model had m uch m ore num erous options, w ith greater flexibility and
correspondenee w ith reality (i.e., the policy option is intuitive and makes sense in the real
world). The SD model allows for testing specific effects o f perm itting, adjusting
planning and perm itting time, and im plem enting a new control o f extra watering.
Structural differences in the SD m odel allow an analysis o f the effects o f changing the
duration construction projects stay in the active phase o f construction (i.e., earth m oving
and grading). W hen analyzing input and output options the com parison to the PRM was
perform ed to establish a baseline.

In general, the SD m odel has m ore input and output options for sim ulation
scenarios. There are however, a few instances w here the options for both models are
com parable in num ber but qualitative differences in inputs (e.g., how intuitive they are,
correspondence with real system ) are im proved in the SD model.
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Table 6 Construction Activities Policy Analysis
D AQEM Proportional Rollback
Policy options availab
D ensity/Land consum ption per capita*
im plem entation rate (ea. Construction
project)
Control efficiency
duration o f each project
em ission factor
Overall control reduction*

Systems D ynam ics
e (variables, switehes)
Norm al construction duration
Percent o f eonstruction in active
construction (phase I)
Im plem entation rate (ea. project)
Control efficiency
em ission factor (phase I)
em ission factor (phase II)
Average planning and perm it tim e
Permits issued
Stabilization (e.g., dust suppressants,
paving) on a set percent o f land (unstable,
stable)

*requires explanation o f how calculation
Extra w atering (switch)
works in order to understand
R esult/ Output options for analysis
Demand for new developm ent
A nnual or daily dem and for construction
V acant land
PM 10 em issions (m ass and concentration)
24-hour construction wind erosion
Aeres ordered backlog
em issions
Acres in prim ary/active/phase I
24-hour construction activity em issions
construction
Total PMio em issions (mass and
Acres in secondary construction
eoncentration)
W ind erosion em issions
Construetion activity em issions (ea. phase
and total)
Developed urban area
Total PMio em issions (mass and
concentration)
Costs (cum ulative, daily)

Does the M odel A nsw er Questions Outside o f Original Purpose?
One question used as an exam ple o f this was determ ining w hether eontrol options
could be used in a different mix to aehieve the sam e reductions in PMio concentrations,
w ith reduced costs. N ot all controls that were listed in the state im plem entation plan
were included in the SD model. However, the m ost com m on measures o f paving, dust
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A variety o f results are possible w hen changing the control options: m uch greater
control costs that actually increase PMio concentrations, lower costs w ith increases in
pollution, higher costs w ith significantly reduced em issions and, the ideal outcome, lower
costs with decreased em issions. In general, policies whieh do not foeus on m itigative
control strategies and instead develop the area to avoid PM -producing activities tend to
be the cheapest. Polieies w hich relate to the developm ent o f the V alley are described in
the final sections o f this chapter.
A test was also perform ed to show the effect o f forcing construction to begin with
unstable land and then m ove on to other types after. Unstable land has a m uch higher
em ission factor than stable or native desert land. I f unstable land is built first, it would
remove a great m ajority o f em issions w ithout requiring a change in the am ount o f acres
developed in the area. N o other ehanges w ere made to dem and for construction.
The SD model results for changing the priority o f land to start on unstable land is
shown in Figure 36. 75% o f dem anded construction allocated first to unstable lands and
then split between the rem aining two categories. The unstable land em issions are about
30 times greater than stable land (w hieh is still a few factors greater than native desert
emissions). Forcing m ore construction on this land dramatically reduces land em issions
(Figure 36, a.) as disturbed or unstable vacant land acres are depleted (b.). Construction
is re-allocated to other land stocks (native desert and stable land) at higher percentatges
when unstable land acres are com pletely developed.
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Figure 36 Changing priority to unstable land
b.
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Are Boundaries A ppropriate?
H ow well does the model incorporate im portant drivers o f PM io pollution?
D em and for land is based on the attractiveness o f the area w hich changes as the
area develops. Each construction project type has a calculated dem and (e.g., public
parks, com m ercial). D em anded acres are calculated using an assum ed com parison o f
acres per person. For service project types (airports, com mercial, flood detention, public
parks, utilities, and m iscellaneous), there is an assum ed total acres o f services needed per
resident and then a percentage allocation which distributes the num ber o f acres o f
services ordered. This dem and is eom pared to the aeres o f perceived available service
(which are built land and a portion w hat is currently under construction).
Figure 37 shows a stack graph (top line is sum m ary total for all elem ents) o f
dem and for the different project types. D em and can increase and decrease w ith tim e and,
for some project types (e.g., airport dem and), rem ain relatively low for the entire time
horizon. Figure 37 shows an increase tow ard the end o f the sim ulation as dem and for
land begins to clim b when there is no m ore vacant land developed to satisfy it.
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Figure 37 Stack graph of annual demand by project type
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A nother m ajor em ission source is unpaved roads. Figure 38 shows the trend for
unpaved lanem iles over time. The initial creation rate is high per person but decreases
w ith time. This is a m ajor source o f em issions that was not calculated in the PRM m odel
(it was exogenous). U nderstanding this source m ay help understand w hy em issions were
still high in the early years o f developm ent (despite m ostly native desert land) and w hy
em issions drop w hen controls w ere introduced. N orm al paving o f unpaved roads as part
o f developm ent m ay peak after the 1980s w hen unpaved roads begin to drop. H owever,
this reduction had slow ed significantly by the late 1990s. A t this time, a control m easure
o f paving all unpaved roads w ith higher traffic volum es was instituted in a very short
span, the sudden decrease in roads is evident in Figure 38. The dotted line represents the
actual estim ates w hich are only available for 1998 through 2006.
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Figure 38 Unpaved road lanemiles
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Is there an appropriate am ount o f detail for the problem ?
In the SD model, there are several stocks and auxiliary variables w hich may
provide extra inform ation but are not essential to understanding the problem . Structure
describing annual tourist trends and unpaved road average daily traffic are probably more
detailed than is needed. The model is capable o f generating the problem atic trend and
showing many im portant details o f specific em ission sources. H owever, it is not clear
w hether the am ount o f detail is sufficient or too much. C onsidering the am ount o f output
variables and that the majority o f them are not often view ed during analysis, it is likely
that the model could benefit from simplification.
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Is the Time H orizon Sufficient and A ble to Capture Long Term Im pacts?
Does the M odel Show H ow PMm Became a Problem ?
The model has a tim e horizon that reaches back to 1960. Some o f the previous
results dem onstrate how developm ent and other factors m ay have contributed to the PMio
problem . Figure 39 shows the m ajor contributors to PMjo in the Las V egas V alley on the
sam e scale. A s can be seen in the graph, unstable land em issions are by far the highest
contributor for the m ajority o f the simulation. There is a dram atic decrease in em issions
w hen control m easures are applied. In the final years o f the sim ulation, m obile sources
are the greatest contributor o f em issions and are slightly rising.

Figure 39 M ajor contributors to PMio
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These results definitely indicate that unstable or disturbed land is the m ajor reason
why PMio levels were so high historically. Figure 40 shows the num ber o f unstable land
acres in the Valley changing through tim e. D eterm ining how this trend occurred and
w hat could be done to avoid it w ould directly address the source o f the PMio problem.
Furtherm ore, having a tim e horizon w hieh extends back to cover this peak in em issions
allows m anagers to perform retroactive poliey analysis to determine if this peak in
em issions could be reduced or possibly avoided altogether.

Figure 40 U nstable land acres
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Do M odels Capture Possible Future Problem s W ith PM 101
The SD model shows results out to 2025. A t the most basic level, the SD model
can show the projected result o f the current m anagem ent polieies. One im pact o f current
policies is increasing levels o f congestion and therefore tim e in traffic. Figure 41 shows
the congestion trends, defined as the volum e o f traffic over the capacity for traffic. The
calculated results are consistent w ith the Regional Transportation Com m ission’s (RTC)
estimates o f around 0.55 in 2000 and over 0.8 by 2025 if trends continue (Stave 2003).
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Increased congestion significantly im pacts other air pollutants or urban problem s and so
view ing this variable into the future serves as an indicator for other problem s that w ould
not be seen by either a short tim e horizon or a narrow model boundary. Policies which
m ay result in worse PMio levels in the future can be identified and avoided. Some policy
analysis results in short term gains in variables (e.g., congestion) but then are m uch worse
in the long run.

Figure 41 Congestion trends o f current and historic policies
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A re A ll M ajor Causal M echanism s and Feedbacks Included?
H ow W ell Does the M odel Trace Problem s Back to Their Causes?
Some o f the previous policy analyses provide support for this question. The SD
m odel includes m ajor contributors from m obile and area em issions categories. M ost
changes in key com ponents o f these sectors are included in the system. Even im pacts
from m eteorology are included w hich m ay be an im portant feature o f the behavior o f the
system. Changes in the height o f the boundary layer may lead to seasonal difficulties
w ith PMio even if em issions rem ain constant.
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The m odel assumes an average height for the boundary layer based on the current
month. A lthough there are daily fluctuations in the boundary layer, the seasonal impacts
are easier to determ ine and
Figure 42 Seasonal variation in the volum e o f the LVV
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seen in the PMio concentrations.
As part o f the system dynam ics method, variables are traced back through their
causes. Therefore, in general the SD model does trace problem s back through their
causes and represents the m ajor processes occurring with those causes as well.
H ow W ell Does the M odel Show Potential Side Effects from Policies?
The significance o f unstable vaeant land em issions to PMio coneentrations may
lead developers to try to avoid unstable land. One approach could be attem pting to
m axim ize developm ent to rem ove all vacant land, especially unstable land, as quickly as
possible. Inereasing the historical rate o f developm ent for Las Vegas gives the results
shown in Figure 43. D eveloping the area more rapidly does reduce land em issions, but it
subsequently causes an inerease in distanees traveled and the volum e o f traffic. Even
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though residents take few er trips to com pensate for increased congestion, there are still
increased m obile em issions from 1998 to 2006. The effects o f these changes to
. infrastructure result in significantly increased congestion over the base run (“Status
(^uo").

Figure 43 SD model results for quickly building out the area
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This sim ulation also dem onstrates that running the model for a shorter time
horizon can still provide useful results (when sufficient causal m echanism s are included
and the boundary uses a large enough perspective).

To W hat D egree D oes the M odel Show H ow the LVV Population M ight Respond to
Interventions?
The variable “personal trips per person” (trips taken by residents that are
not obligatory or required trips) is the m ain place w here individuals respond to changing
levels o f congestion and tim e in traffic in the model. W hen tim e in traffic increases,
individuals take fewer non-essential trips. To test this response, the roadw ay capacity
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was increased by increasing the historic rate o f road construction for the years 1970 to
2025. Figure 44 shows the resulting increased lane miles. As a response to extra roads,
congestion is reduced, w hich shortens the tim e spent in traffic and therefore leads to
individuals taking m ore trips. This gives the cum ulative effect o f increased vehicle miles
traveled (V M T) as Figure 45 shows. As a result, any emissions caused by vehicles w ould
be increased proportionally to the increase in VMT.
The model uses an
attractiveness factor to drive

Figure 44 Increasing road construction
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Does the Model Aid in Learning and Understanding?
D oes the M odels D em onstrate W hat Could Have Been Done to A void PMm Problem s in
the LVV?
A great am ount o f analysis in the SD m odel focused on the developm ent o f the
LV V and how PMio problem s developed as a result. Tests involved looking w hat could
have been done to prevent or alleviate the PMio problem . One m ajor test was using the
sam e controls that were developed and im plem ented in 2001. The purpose o f the test was
to determ ine the im pacts o f using the same control activity package, but ju st applying it
earlier. Im plem entation o f these eontrols w as m oved backw ard in tim e every decade
until 1970 (i.e., 1990, 1980 and 1970). Figure 46 shows the concentration results from
m oving the same controls backw ard through time. O scillations m ake the results difficult
to see, but em issions are reduced sooner w hen controls are im plem ented earlier. Looking
at the num ber o f tim es in a year that the PMio concentration exceeds the 150 pg/m^
standard, as shown in Figure 47, clearly dem onstrates the trend in how em issions are
reduced.

Figure 46 PMIO concentrations from starting controls earlier
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2025

Figure 47 Exceedances resulting from changing decades
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A nnual costs for the earlier policies are low er than the status quo (base
sim ulation) and rem ain low er until the final years w hen land is developed. H owever,
cum ulative costs for im plem enting control policies earlier are significantly higher
because there is a longer duration o f control application.
W hat Are the M ajor Leverage Points for C ontrolling PM IO?
Leverage points w ere identified through policy analysis in the system . The rate o f
residential disturbance o f vacant land (through o ff road vehicle driving and other
disturbance activities) w as probably the m ost significant leverage point. Reducing the
rate by approxim ately h a lf for the entire tim e horizon leads to the reduced em issions
shown in Figure 48.
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Figure 48 Reduced residential disturbance PMIO concentration
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This option reduces the am ount o f unstable land, shown in Figure 49, w hich
prevents a significant portion o f em issions from being em itted and reduces control costs
as well, shown in Figure 50.

Figure 49 U nstable land reduction

Figure 50 Cum ulative cost reduction
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D oes the M odel Provide Insights into How PMio M anagem ent C ould H ave Been
Improved?
In the sim ulation changing the decade when the same set o f controls w ere applied,
the control m easure paralleled those actually applied in 2001. H owever, there are several
additional policies w hich could be used instead. A com bination policy allow s the user to
use a m ix o f policies that are both corrective (spraying w ater on dust) and preventative
(decreasing the unpaved road rate or preventing land from becom ing unstable). The
follow ing com bination policy begins policies earlier (1970) and im plem ents controls
sooner (1980), sets unstable land to be the first constructed (at 40% o f dem and) and splits
the rem aining dem and betw een the other two stocks. M any controls are also reduced
since they are not expected to be necessary in the same levels. Policies also involve
avoiding m ore unpaved shoulders (roadways w hich are so narrow that shoulders develop
autom atically) and unpaved roads begin to be paved sooner. The residential disturbance
rate o f land is reduced by about 20%.
This policy results in the relative concentrations given in Figure 51, w hich are
significantly below the standard (only about tw o exceedances for the entire duration).
This results in few er deaths from PM ,o exposure, shown in Figure 52 and low er annual
and cum ulative costs (as shown in
Figure 53). In fact, the final cum ulative cost is alm ost $148 M less (Com bo at $990.18 M
and Status Quo $1,138 B).
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Figure 51 Concentration of combination poliey
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Figure 52 Cum ulative D eaths Status Quo v. Com bination
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Figure 53 A nnual and C um ulative Costs Com parison
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Seasonal controls
Such proactive policies m ay serve as useful guides for other areas but they cannot
help the V alley m eet its current challenges. Since the boundary layer has seasonal
changes, a test to better target em issions during seasonal peaks w as tested. In order to
evaluate this change thoroughly, m ajor changes to m odel structure w ould have to be
perform ed for all controls. Instead, a general seasonal control w ith approxim ately 30%
m ore em ission reductions over current policies was added. O ther controls were
sim ultaneously decreased and the difference was incorporated into the seasonal control,
w ith slightly expanded acres and em ission reduction capability. This control was only
applied for the tim es o f the year when seasonal factors com bine to cause increased
concentrations. Figure 54 shows the resulting reduced peaks in em issions over tim e, with
dim inishing returns as vacant land is depleted. Costs were not evaluated since the
seasonal eontrol w as not properly tied to other cost calculation structure.

Figure 54 C oncentration results from seasonal controls
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C H A PTER FIVE

D ISC U SSIO N
The PMio Proportional Rollback M odel and other decision support system s (DSS)
are useful for their specific applications. H ow ever, given pervasive problem s w ith PMio
m anagem ent and inereasing com plexity, better tools for m anagem ent are needed. The
purpose o f this thesis was to evaluate the benefits o f incorporating a systems perspective
into air quality m anagem ent, specifically for problem atic areas. The question guiding the
study was w hether developing a m odel using system dynam ics w ould be beneficial for
PM 10 m anagem ent in the Las V egas V alley? 1 hypothesized that the systems perspective
w ould have the following benefits:

'

results that sim ulate behavior sim ilar to w hat it w ould be in the real-w orld
im proved understanding o f how the problem developed
identifying harm ful consequences or side effects to policies
integration o f m ajor system com ponents to gain a big picture perspective
steering the focus tow ard long-term goals
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Relating Results to the Hypotheses

W hat do the results show conclusively?
The SD M odel Generates R eal-W orld Behavior
The system dynam ics m odel generates behavior close to w hat w ould be expected
in the real world. This does not im ply that the results are accurate or precise, but rather
that the m odel responds in realistic w ays to interventions. Recreation o f the reference
model and high perform ance on extrem e behavior tests provide basic support for this
claim. The m odel simulated values close to background levels when the state o f the
system was calibrated to ignore all other em issions. The system dynam ics approach
focuses on m aking causal connections betw een variables and capturing the m ajor
feedback m echanism s o f the system. A dditional structural com ponents could be
included, but as the model stands, the structure generates realistic behavior that responds
reasonably to changes.
The SD M odel Im proves U nderstandins o f the Problem and System
Several results dem onstrate the ability o f the m odel to explore how the PMio
problem developed and w hat could have been done to prevent it. These results im prove
understanding o f PMio and options available for m anagers. The m odel also clarifies
relationships am ong com ponents o f the system, such as the seasonality o f the boundary
layer height affecting the volum e o f air and thus concentrations. Results p oint to m ajor
contributors to PMio and their driving factors. Even the processes o f particle addition to
and rem oval from air can be explored.
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Simulations R evealed P olicy Resistance
The model w as able to identify policies w hich m ay make things w orse in the long
run. These sim ulations could help avoid pitfalls that m ight otherwise happen as a result
o f w ell-intended policy interventions. For som e tests, results indicated im provem ents in
one area w ith significant deterioration in another. A n exam ple w ould be developing the
area as fast as possible, w hich leads to nearly grid-locked congestion.
The Longer Time H orizon H elvs Focus Users to Lone-Term Consequences
Future consequences to policies enacted today are explored. Seeing the trend for
nearly 20 years into the future focuses attention on w hat the distant effects o f policies
will be. O f course, this doesn’t m ean that m anagers will necessarily follow the best
course o f action. The m odel m erely guides attention to the im pact o f interventions. In
some cases, using a shorter tim e horizon w ould im ply an im proved situation w hile the
longer horizon w ould im ply the policy m akes things worse.
The reverse is also true: a short-term perspective m ay im ply a negative result
w hile a long-term view shows the policy as beneficial. H aving things get w orse before
they get better is another m ajor lesson from system dynamics— counter-intuitive behavior
(Forrester 1995). Exam ples o f such behavior w ere m ostly evidenced in the cost sector
(you have to pay m ore now to save m ore in the long run) and in the transportation sector
(reduce capacity or avoid developing roads and traffic is som ewhat less congested in the
long run).
B is Picture P erspective Im proves R esults
The boundary o f the m odel w as large enough that m ajor problem atic issues o f
policies could be discovered. Such sim ulations captured what w ould have been a side
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effect in another m odel. In fact, this m ay be m ore im portant than the long-term horizon.
N ot including the interconnectedness and essential interactions could lead to behavior
w hich is not at all accurate, misleading, or harm ful. Especially in planning situations and
analysis, an integrated and m ore systemic view is necessary. The m ajority o f results are
insightful because they show how m ajor com ponents interact w ithin a com plex context.
P M w C ould H ave Been R educed by A p p lvin s Controls Sooner
U sing the sam e control strategies o f the historic policy, but applying them sooner
w ould have significantly the PMio exceedances. M ore diverse policy tests were
preform ed using com binations o f other controls and im plem entation years. Several
sim ulations and policy tests w ere able to avoid PMio exceedances, although these policies
had a range o f other effects, positive and negative. Policy costs covered the spectrum o f
m uch cheaper than the status quo strategy to up to ten tim es m ore expensive. In the case
shown in C hapter Four, costs w ere nearly $150 m illion less.
W hat do the results suggest?
The results also suggested several conclusions, but additional support w ould be
required to dem onstrate with m ore certainty w hat is only im plied by this study. These
findings include: that the SD m odel is m ore useful for m anagers, an SD perspective
w ould lead to better-inform ed decisions and im proves policy-m aking, and that
anticipating problem s is m ore effective than reacting to them.
The SD M odel is Useful for M anasers
Results presented above, especially for the evaluation criteria results, im ply that
the SD m odel w ould be m ore useful for m anagers and decision-m akers than the current
model. H ow ever, in order to determ ine this w ith any certainty, m anagers w ould have to
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test-run these two DSS and evaluate each for usefulness. All learning in this area should
be useful to m anagers. R ealizing the areas o f the system where not m uch can be done, or
w here the m ajor leverage points m ight be able to m ake m anagers m ore effective.
A dditionally, the long-term perspective o f the tool w ould m ean that m anagers
could continue using the m odel for years into the future. In some fields, the DSS rely
heavily on technology and can quickly becom e obsolete. However, System D ynam ics
focuses on m odel developm ent and process as opposed software. The earliest system
dynam ics m odels (F orrester’s urban dynam ics m odel) are still used today, not ju s t as a
basis for learning but as an actual sim ulation model. M anagers w ould be able to update,
expand, or connect their m odels through the years. Given the likelihood that regulatory
changes will occur as w ill im proved learning, it is im portant to have flexible tools.
Even if the SD m odel shows m ore accurate results and provides m ore policy
options and opportunities for questions, m anagers m ay not find the structure as useful or
relatable as other, m ore fam iliar, m ethods. The m any capabilities o f the SD m odel w ould
have no benefit if m anagers could not trust in its results or w ould not use it. The question
o f how m anagers w ould respond to and use the SD model is an interesting one, but it is
outside the boundary o f this thesis.
A n SD P erspective Leads to B etter Inform ed D ecisions and Im proves P olicy-M akins
The im plications o f som e policy changes are probably counter-intuitive to m ost
managers. U sing the SD m odel as a sim ulation laboratory gives m anagers the chance to
try things that they are unable to do in the real world. A ir quality m odels often use inputs
determ ined by m anagers (or other m odels o f other com ponents o f the system) to
determ ine future em issions. However, the inputs that are chosen are not often determ ined
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through thorough testing o f their relative effects on behavior. K nowing w hat policies
m ay lead to problem s beyond the key focus o f the m odel w ould lead to policies that are
better for the area as a whole. O f course, the m o d el’s utility com es in how it is used.
H aving the m odel will not autom atically lead to im proved policies. M anagers m ust push
the boundaries o f the m odel until they are confident in its results. Confidence w ould
hopefully lead to greater application and therefore learning. Perhaps problem s in the
m odel structure could be uncovered and the m odel im proved. O nly after policies have
been im plem ented and their actual results have been com pared to the m odel, w ould it be
safe to say that the model results lead to im proved policies.
A nticiya tin e an d Planning for P roblem s is M ore E ffective than R ea ctin s to Problem s
Several results support that strategies o f a m ore proactive nature m ay have been
better for the LVV in term s o f reduced pollution, costs, and health impacts. M any o f the
control policies are inherently m ore expensive and less effective com pared to designing
the city to avoid potentially high-em itting sources. H ow ever, there are several tradeoffs
associated w ith these strategies. In som e cases, proactive m anagem ent m ay be more
expensive. It is also founded on anticipating problem s w hich is very difficult, especially
w hen m anagers are faced w ith several other requirem ents that are m andated. However,
the SD approach allows for at least som e inform ation as to the future state o f the system
w hich can m ake m anagers m ore effective in preparing for issues than if they occur
w ithout any prior warning.
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W hat is Inconclusive?
Costs o f Retroactive P olicy Tests
The cost o f strategies perform ed retroactively shows m ixed results. In some
cases, especially those involving the same kind o f m itigative and reactive controls as
w ere im plem ented in the LVV, costs for the m ore proactive strategies are m uch higher
both annually and cum ulatively. However, w hen policies focus m ore on preventative
m easures and planning the city to reduce em issions, costs are m uch lower. Several
confounding factors m ay have caused this problem : costs include both costs to the public
air quality m anagem ent entities and to developers, w hich m ay be passed on to residents
in both cases; no costs w ere offset from the incom e o f dust perm its, although this is in
fact part o f the D A Q E M ’s budget (D AQ EM 2007); and finally, controls do not adjust but
rem ain fixed throughout the simulation.
Feasibility o fP o lic y Options
A cost effectiveness o f strategies could be perform ed using the costs o f different
policies, but this does not estim ate the true feasibility o f different policies. There m ay be
options that are cost effective but have some other barrier (physical, technological,
political) w hich m akes them unfeasible. This w as not m easured in the analysis and so
even if costs appear to be low for a strategy, it rem ains unclear w hether that policy is
feasible or not. Some policies seem very feasible, such as the seasonal control
im plem entation, but the specifics o f how it w ould w ork w ould need to be determ ined
before such a policy could be im plem ented.
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Identifying H arm ful Policies H elps A vo id Them?
G reat insight ean be gained by running a sim ulation that causes the exact opposite
o f what was expected or desired to happen. H owever, having this inform ation does not
m ean that m anagers will not fall into the traps. Evaluating the learning from models is
diffieult at best, but understanding how that learning ties into behavior is even further.

O ther Findings
O utside o f any direct hypothesis or question, this section explores other findings
that were discovered while using the SD m odel to perform policy analysis. Findings
include unexpected results as well as possible problem s w ith assum ptions m ade in the SD
model.
The PRM Could Suffice for Som e Purposes
For some policy questions, a non-system s based, linear m odel could provide
relatively the sam e inform ation. O f course, one m ight not have as m uch confidence in
the results o f the PRM w hich m ight lead to results w hich would not be possible. The
basic questions, “Is there an exceedanee?” or “W ill the policy lead to concentrations
below standards in 2006?” can be answ ered relatively easily by both m odels. In some
cases, it m ay be acceptable to use a sim plified, linear model. W ith all o f the other
procedural burdens faced by m anagers, a m ore com prehensive, causal model that answers
questions they are not interested in asking or are unable to address is not worthwhile.
However, there are several other policy scenarios w here a linear m odel could provide an
inaccurate answ er to these questions (especially from lack o f feedback). A dditionally, as
results m any studies suggest (D w yer 2007, Stave 2003, V an den Belt 2004) the process
o f developing a model, especially in a diverse group setting, ean lead to im proved
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understanding o f the problem , causes, im plications o f changes, and acceptance o f
policies.
U nexpected Results
Residential D isturbance o f L a n d
Residential disturbance o f native desert land is a strong leverage point, controlled
by the variable “disturbance rate p er person.” However, after the surprise o f the finding,
it seem ed obvious why this occurs. Fugitive dust from unstable or disturbed land is one
o f the greatest contributors to em issions in the LVV. This rate causes land to flow from
its natural state o f native desert to unstable land from disturbance activities. Changes to
this rate therefore have a significant im pact on unstable land and therefore disturbed land
em issions. U nfortunately, problem s arise because this rate is quite uncertain. A lthough
the rate used replicates the actual values for unstable land during the period o f 1998 to
2001, it is unclear w hat happens betw een 1960 and 1998. Since this variable has
presented itse lf as such an im portant policy lever, better inform ation on this rate is
necessary. A part from m issing data, this variable presents problem s because no clear
m echanism is designated in the model to show how reductions in the rate could occur and
there are no associated costs for reductions in this rate since costs w ere lim ited to control
strategies included in the SIP. Therefore, policy tests w hich focus on reducing this
variable cause dram atically low er concentrations but w hether the change is possible,
feasible or costly rem ains unansw ered.
Problem s w ith A ssum ptions
As Sterm an (1991: 11) states, “A ny m odel is only as good as its assum ptions.”
This section describes the m ajor assum ptions m ade that either seem flaw ed or caused
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abnorm al behavior in model variables. O ther assum ptions are described in C hapter Three
and a com plete list is included in A ppendix C, including assumptions identified below as
problem atic or needing im provem ent.
D esigned D ensity is E xosenous
The designed density is defined as the density that developers use w hen
constructing residences. It is com m only m easured in dwelling units p er som e unit o f
area; in this m odel it w as represented as people per acre. This variable is an exogenous
input w hich increases w ith tim e but is not dependent on other variables in the model.
During a sim ulation w ith a higher level o f attractiveness to the LVV for the last tw enty
years, there w as no increase in population values. This is because there is no feedback
from the attractiveness o f the area to the density that developers will construct. N o
m atter how m uch attractiveness increases in later years, developers will alw ays follow
the same fixed values o f density.
In reality, however, as attractiveness o f the area increases, the population desiring
to m ove to the LVV grows. A greater dem and for hom es w ould push developers to fit
m ore people p er area, increasing designed density. However, this w ould have some
com pensating feedback (Sterm an 2000), because as m ore and m ore people are packed
into the area, overcrow ding w ould occur and reduce the attractiveness o f the area. The
assum ed exogenous trend for designed density does not allow for this dynam ic
relationship to play out. Luckily, this is only an issue w hen looking the rare ease o f
increased future attractiveness w hile assum ing grow th up until today to have occurred
exactly as status quo policies. Increasing historic attractiveness does lead to a higher
population projected for today and into the future.
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A ll L a n d is C reated Equal
H ow developers choose land and w hat m akes land attractive is not ineluded in the
model. The m odel assum es all “aeres are created equal,” w hich m ay not be a logical
assum ption. One policy test includes changing the priority o f aeres from native desert
lands to unstable land. This w ould be an ideal strategy since it reduces one o f the m ajor
contributors to PMio pollution (disturbed land em issions) and by developing it first does
not result in a change in costs. However, this m ay not be a realistic assum ption, since
factors such as location, ease o f developm ent and cost determ ine how m uch and o f w hat
type o f land developers choose to construct. O n the other hand, even if developers
preferred a particular type o f land, they w ould m ost likely w ant to develop any aeres
(even ones m andated b y the county) as opposed to none.
E ffect o f C haneine R o a d Capacity on Congestion
Increases in road capacity reduces em issions overall, even though it w ould be
expected to lead to a greater volum e o f ears on the road and m ore congestion, offsetting
any benefits o f extra roads or actually m aking it w orse (Sterm an 2000, C hapter 5).
The m odel actually seem s to im ply that increasing roads w ould decrease
congestion and increase attractiveness o f the area. A lthough residents take m ore trips per
person, the increase does not seem enough to counteract the effect o f the increased
capacity (or there are synergistic effects from the increased population w hich quickly
saturate the available capacity). This is probably due to the assum ed relationship o f
change in trips and congestion (=volum e o f cars/ road capacity). The LOOKUP
table/function has a goal-seeking behavior that decreases the effect (reducing trips) as 1 is
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approached as Figure 55 shows. Tow ard the upper end, the change is less and less, as
increm entally w orse congestion has only a dim inishing impact.

Figure 55 Effect o f congestion LO O KU P table

Effect o f C on g estio n on P erson al Trips
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Tests w ere done to m ake this effect m ore dramatic. Increasing the m axim um to 2
(so that at very low congestion, individuals w ould take up to double the norm al trip rate)
and the m inim um to 0.4, caused greater changes in behavior even at the higher points.
This resulted in increases congestion w hen m ore roads w ere built as w ould be expected.
This effect turns out to cause the difference betw een likely and unrealistic behavior. The
net result on pollution is actually a low er PM,o concentration, as increasing roads
rem oves them from an unpaved status and reduces those em issions even though VM T
increases.
Em ission Factors
Em ission factors m ay not be properly calibrated. These values w ere brought in
from the PRM for nearly all sources. The 1998 em issions inventory indicates a
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contribution o f categories o f whieh 90% is nearly evenly split betw een vacant land
em issions, paved road dust, and construction em issions. However, results in the model
indicate that vacant land em issions (specifically on unstable land) account for the
m ajority o f emissions.
VM T D rives Em issions
R elated to the problem described above, PMio em issions are based on V M T and
not on tim e spent in traffic. Obviously, increased tim e driving w ould lead to increased
em issions o f particulates (perhaps ju st vehicular ones). The m odel does not capture the
difference betw een few er V M T at a high rate o f congestion (and long time spent in
traffic) and increased V M T at low levels o f congestion. M any conform ity m odels look at
V M T when calculating em issions and so this is a very com m on and accepted practice. It
does, however, leave out differences betw een these states in the transportation sector and
how they relate to emissions. There are exam ples o f other SD m odels that do base
em issions o ff o f time spent in traffic, such as the RTC3 model w hieh calculates carbon
m onoxide (Stave 2002b: 152).
Controls
Control reductions w ere brought in from the PRM and estim ated for other
categories. The reductions m ay be overestim ated because they lead to sudden, significant
decreases in emissions. This m ay not be realistic, b u t it is consistent w ith the decreased
results seen in the PRM and possibly w ith the reduction in exceedances.
Static Silt Loading
One assum ption built into the m odel, reflecting the general thinking in air quality
com pliance docum ents (EPA 2003b), proposes that the silt loading factors or am ount o f
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dirt that is on the surface o f a paved road is relatively constant. The EPA tracks the
m echanism that directly em its particles into the air and not the ultimate source o f those
dust particles. This factor should be linked to the sources nearby that deposit dust on the
surface so that, as vacant land develops, the overall silt loading factor throughout the
valley w ould decrease. This feedback is im portant because initial disturbance could lead
to greater silt loading as well.
D eaths
D eaths w ere not linked to PMio exposure in the model. Exposure to PM seemed
to cause too m any deaths (see A ppendix B for the section on Deaths). Even com paring
m ortality rates from several sources still resulted in deaths far above realistic death
trends. H owever, this connection is an im portant one, especially for determ ining the
im pacts o f increased air pollution. Either a new Dose-Response curve w ould need to be
found, or population w ould have to be recalibrated to account for the additional deaths
(by increasing birth rates). O ther param eters (e.g., birth rate) com e from fairly reliable
sources and historic trends and averages. It w as therefore assum ed that the problem lay
in the curve. A lthough the structure for this feedback was included in the m odel, the
im pact w as actually turned o ff in a switch and deaths from PM , o w ere left out o f m ost
analysis.
Exceedances
Exeeedances m ay be too frequent (or concentrations too high) in the current
model. A ctual exceedances follow ed the trends shown in Figure 9 on page 54. These are
significantly low er than the events calculated in the model. It is im portant to m ention
that m onitoring is not actually continuous and that averaging does occur throughout the
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day. These exceedances are considered raw exceedanee am ounts and the data used for
com parison m ay have already gone through a calculation procedure. Still, the
assum ptions in the model seem to lead to trends w hieh are correct, but the exceedances
are not close. This w ould need to be further explored in order to determ ine i f the model
is over-estim ating em issions, concentrations, or ju s t exceedances.

Im proving the Study
Changes in the M odel
There are several technical changes that could be perform ed to im prove the model
structure and validity. However, looking at the structure from a larger perspective, the
model should be changed to incorporate m ore o f the feedback structure dealing with
behaviors o f hum an actors in the system. One exam ple is how developers or contractors
decide w hether they will com ply w ith controls. This is probably based on a com bination
o f how well the control or site is being enforced and m onitored, w hat the penalties for
non-com pliance are, and costs o f im plem enting controls. H aving these causal
com ponents determ ining the rate o f im plem entation w ould allow for tests to determine
the effectiveness o f say increasing fines or spending m ore m oney on enforcem ent
officers. M anager behavior should also be dynam ic in the system instead o f a one time
set up defined by the inputs to the system.
The am ount o f m oney m anagers spend on control policies w ould depend on how
the air quality problem is perceived (m ore tangibly, how far are w e from the standard).
A lthough the controls are turned on in the control im plem entation or policy year, the
initial setting o f control levels w ould not realistically rem ain constant for the entire
period. For practical purposes, m anagers reduce control application once the desired
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reductions in em issions are reached. Incorporating this structure w ould probably lead to
oscillating behavior as controls reduce em issions and then controls becom e lax and
em issions rise, initiating the cycle once more. A t the very least, the m odel could run in a
gam ing m ode w here m anagers are able to interact with the system and m ake policy
changes every ten years or so, sim ilar to w hat happens in reality. This w ould allow a
change in the standard to be sim ulated to determ ine how m anagem ent and developing
agents w ould react to the change.
The spatial dynam ics o f how the area develops m ay be im portant for
understanding and m anaging this issue. Some researchers state that hotspots are not
adequately addressed in the current air quality m anagem ent (NRC 2004). Looking at
how policies have led to sprawl w ould be useful for other areas as well. Since the
m ajority o f m obile em issions are tied to the infrastructural com ponents, some basic
spatial representation o f land w ould be useful (the model currently uses a table
relationship betw een the size o f the built environm ent and distances traveled).
Introducing an actual trend o f em issions either for sources or as a concentration
w ould be an im portant step in validating the model. Em ission factors and controls m ay
not be correctly calibrated in the m odel.
I w ould also w ant to generally expand control options. As it stands, not all
controls are included and the estim ates o f how m uch they w ould reduce em issions and
where was very unclear in the SIP. A dding the ability to have different levels o f controls
based on the season w ould also be a w orthw hile endeavor for policy. A long these lines,
costs should also be further separated b y w ho pays (i.e., public versus developers). This
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w ould help when analyzing eosts and could also be tied into the section described above
for developers’ decisions to im plem ent controls.
Some variables or area o f the m odel were included but were not fully developed
and are still based on exogenous inputs. W hile some o f these inputs come w ith support
from other studies or are w ell-accepted facts, such as capacity to be added to hotel rooms,
at least the basic drivers for these changes should be included in order to avoid potential
problem s o f excluding feedback. The attractiveness o f the area includes m any different
feedback loops (e.g., availability o f jobs, tim e in traffic, availability o f services) but not
all are included. One im portant, but m issing feedback, is the effect o f overcrowding. As
m ore people w ish to m ove to the LVV and are not satisfied (through lim ited perm its or
time restraints needed for building land) there w ould be greater pressure on developers to
increase the designed density o f the area. This w ould result in increased density in m any
areas and at some point w ould becom e unpleasant and negatively affect attractiveness.
As described earlier, although the rate o f residential disturbance to native desert
land can be changed, the m odel presents no m echanism for causing this change.
Therefore, it is unclear w hat a change in this variable w ould take in the real-w orld and
how m uch this m ight cost. This w ould have to be rem edied in order to perform m ore
com plete testing o f policies.
Incorporating m ore o f the mass transit sector as other m odels have done (D wyer
and Stave 2005, Stave 2002b) w ould be useful as well. Determ ining how m ore people
could be convinced to take m ass transit m ight be especially useful for policy m akers (if
not in air quality, then assuredly in transportation). Looking into the im pact o f perm its
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m ore w ould also be useful. I f signifieant offsets in eosts ean be aeeom plished through
perm its, perhaps some strategies w ould be a lot m ore feasible.
Similarly, the transportation sector was very sim plified and m ay be m ore useful to
m anagers i f it w ere disaggregated. The type o f lanes constructed (e.g., high or low speed
lane m iles) and the m ass transit sector have the highest priority for such a change. O ther
SD transportation and air quality m odeling projects (again, LUTAQ and R TC3) have
spent significant tim e in these areas and shown the im portance o f public transportation
and vehicle occupancy. A dditionally, m ost docum ents from the Regional Transportation
Coalition (R TC ) look at em issions according to the different types o f roads such as
freew ays and m ajor arterials.
Ensuring the m odel is useful for m anagers is vital as is following a holistic
perspective. Therefore, the level o f detail in this area should be appropriate for the
purpose. The current m odel is very detailed for som e com ponents and m uch sim pler on
others. B ringing the m odel to an overall even level w ould be an im provem ent.
Changes in the Studv Design
Changes to the study design are also needed o r recom m ended to strengthen
support for certain argum ents or explore other effects. First, the m odel should be used
w ith or by air quality m anagers in the LVV. As em phasized in step 6 in Stave (2003), the
final step o f the process is using the m odel for public outreach. U sing and developing the
m odel has certainly im proved m y ow n understanding, it w ould be m ost beneficial if
m angers w ere able to use it as well.
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In order to better evaluate the benefits o f the SD perspective, the model could be
used by m angers. This w ould provide inform ation on perceived benefits or m easured
usefiilness. Identifying any barriers preventing the model from being accepted would
also be useful. Furtherm ore, developing the m odel (or at least going through all o f its
structure and assum ptions) with m anagers could lead to an im proved tool. This would
also help give m anagers understanding and confidence in the m odel to keep it from being
a “black box” (Sterm an 1991: 3).

Im plications for A ir Q uality M anagem ent
One o f the m ajor insights from this study was the im portance o f focusing on long
term im pacts and trends. W hether air quality m odels are overly sim plified or com pletely
data-driven, the current strategy focuses on a specific day or design value to calculate
w hether air quality in an area m eets the federal standard. W hen a m odel seeks the best
solution for an isolated point in time, it acts sim ilar to optim ization models, seeking a
value and ignoring both how it is achieved and how it will change in the friture (Sterm an

199DS0.
The results from the PRM were actually from discrete points in time, representing
a day satisfying certain conditions. W hen the PRM w as used to determ ine its ultim ate
results— a final PMio concentration— it only used the target year o f 2006 for
dem onstrating attainment. A ny affects betw een the starting year and that target year were
not included or even calculated. Yet, the im portance o f looking at trends to determ ine
how policies are affecting em issions and concentrations cannot be over-em phasized.
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Figure 56 H ypothetical case o f PMio
concentration over ti m e __________

U sing only one or tw o points in time
for com parison provides very lim ited
inform ation. W orse, it can m ask very
serious developing problem atic trends.

Standard

C onsider a scenario w here concentrations
are below standards b u t have a rapid
upw ard trend, as show n in Figure 56.
M anagers m ay assum e a linear trajectory
and that they have a w hile before the standard m ight be exceeded, w hich is not the case.
O f course m odeling is ju s t one com ponent o f the m anagem ent process. PMjo
pollution m onitoring networks should w arn m anagers o f changes in trends. The
suddenness o f the upsw ing should send a red flag to m anagers o f a potential problem and
analysis o r identification o f a cause o f the change m ay begin. A t this point though,
m anagers will be in crisis-m anagem ent mode. Including trends in all m odeling and
autom atically planning beyond dem onstration deadlines m ight help better antieipate these
problem s.
D esign days ean be useful for air quality m odeling, espeeially w hen they
represent the w orst ease seenario. A chieving enough reductions to keep the w orst ease
from repeating should m ean that the average daily concentrations w ould be m uch low er
than those peak event days. The P R M ’s design day does not include native desert
em issions and assum es a low w ind speed and so does not seem to represent a w orst case
scenario.
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Current AQM m odels, as listed on the E P A ’s site, do not show m angers w ays to
develop policies. Instead, they provide technical support on how to represent particle
dispersion. M anagers m ay use other m odels to support the process o f developing
policies, but it is not specifically addressed by the EPA or required by the CAA.
Requirem ents deal w ith specific control m easures (e.g., best available control m easures),
m onitoring methods, and technological advances. There are forums to aid m anagers, but
again these typically focus on technical problem s and not a big-pieture perspective.
The purpose o f the m odels recom m ended by the EPA and m ost com m only used
for AQM is determ ining a concentration that represents a future state o f the system to
com pare to national standards. O ther im portant variables that change over time, such as
population and VM T, are inputs to the m odel but usually not calculated w ithin that
model.
M odels developed from the system dynam ics m ethodology have a different
purpose— increasing understanding about the system and problem at hand (Ford 1999).
SD focuses on feedback and on changes over tim e, a good alternative to the usual discrete
event analysis perform ed in air quality m anagem ent. They are essentially m anagem ent
flight sim ulators where policies can be tested for their relative effects before being
applied in the real w orld (Sterm an 2001).
However, a w ord o f caution is necessary. SD m odels do have several benefits for
air quality m anagers but they should only be used w here appropriate. The SD approach
is not intended to be used for questions that do not involve dynam ic problem s. It is also
im portant to place SD m odels in an appropriate decision-m aking context. Physical
models have a very im portant role in air quality decision-m aking. I am not arguing that
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SD m odels should take the plaee o f these m odels. M odels like the PRM also have a
plaee. U sing separate m anagem ent tools that foeus on different elem ents o f the problem
can also be problem atic. Such isolated m odels provide only a small picture from a
certain angle o f the problem , neglecting to tie in other aspects m ay not represent how the
system m ay respond to policies. SD provides a broader context to the problem that ean
capture m any (but by no m eans all) o f the purposes o f these diverse tools. They can also
point to areas or variables that need further research (Sterm an 2000).
All DSS should have an appropriate application. H opefully m anagers
understand the lim itations and purposes o f these diverse tools because ultim ately, it is up
to the problem -solver/deeision-m aker to decide w hieh tool to use. Again, system
dynam ics m odels are not suited to every situation. However, a systems dynam ics model
w ould provide a very useful supplem ent to the SIP process, especially for developing
policies to test.
The W estern Region A ir Partnership w as form ed to address issues (develop data,
tools and policies) specific to the w est for im proving visibility. The group is focusing
m ore on understanding and integrating approaches in order to im prove this problem area.
This m ay be a great place to incorporate system dynam ics or tools from a systems
perspective. Such organizations m ay also indicate a change that the approach to AQM
m ay be changing.
The SD approach is particularly applicable for grow ing international areas and
cities, especially in cases w here determ inistie/predietive m odel data requirem ents are
prohibitively high. The highly teehnical m odels that are the norm rely on extensive
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m eteorological, em issions, and other data w hich is not only expensive and tim econsum ing, but often unfeasible outside o f developed nations (M cG ranahan 2003).
Several barriers exist to the incorporation o f social and physical based causal
m odels into air pollution m anagem ent. These barriers would need to be explored and
addressed in order to allow w ide-spread adoption o f these tools. Identifying barriers
w ould require an entire thesis, but one observation m ay provide a starting point.
M anagers are under pressure to m eet regulatory requirem ents. A ny approach w hich is
not already w idely used m ay require additional burdens o f p ro o f for EPA acceptance.
This m ay m ake m anagers hesitant to try new approaches like system dynamics.
Focusing on A ir Q uality Im provem ent
A lthough there m ay be several challenges with air quality m anagem ent, it
is im portant to note that it is the regulatory fram ew ork that keeps this m anagem ent style
in place. Therefore, i f w ide-reaching changes in approach are to happen, the SIP process
or other requirem ents m ay need to be changed. The regulatory fram ew ork does not
specifically prevent or block the use o f a SD application. M anagers can use other m eans
to develop strategies, but hopefully this thesis provides some support for the benefits o f
using SD or having a system s perspective.
M any air quality m anagers/experts criticize the over-relianee on a one-tim e
dem onstration o f attainm ent instead o f the bigger picture (NRC 2004, FOS 2004). The
one time dem onstration ignores m any essential feedbacks and assum es an “end” to the
problem instead o f the dynam ic nature o f air quality problem s. C onsidering the very
com plex dynam ics o f air pollutants, social and urban systems, regulatory context, and
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technological developm ent, it is essential to take a m ore holistic perspective and look at
long term im pacts w hen looking at AQM .
A lthough the SD m odel in this thesis integrated m any im portant sectors o f the
system, it still focused on PM,o in isolation o f other pollutants. The National Research
C ouncil’s Com m ittee on A ir Q uality M anagem ent in the U nited States (2004) argues for
a switch tfom single-pollutant SIPs to a com prehensive plan that incorporates all
pollutants. O ther researchers also point to the need for a holistic view regarding thinking
about m odeling air pollution and air pollution m anagem ent, specifically a view that
incorporates all pollutants and their interactions (M olina and M olina 2004).
H aving m ultiple pollutants could show policies w hieh m ay appear to reduce
levels o f one pollutant (and therefore solve the problem ) but m ay actually exacerbate
another pollutant. A t least on results im plied such a connection. Clark C ounty currently
exceeds three o f the six criteria air pollutants for w hich N AA Q S w ere developed: ozone,
carbon m onoxide and particulate m atter pollution (DAQEM 2005A). PMio and carbon
m onoxide are in serious nonattainm ent status (DAQ EM 2005A). A lthough an integrated
plan will require significant changes to procedures (at all levels) and m ay be m ore
com plicated to create, it will actually be m ore efficient and possibly lead to m ore
effective strategies in the long run (N R C 2004: 298).
Rather than focusing on one tim e dem onstrations, there needs to be m ore focus on
tracking and follow-up m easures to assure that areas are actually showing im provem ents
in air quality (NRC 2004: 299). A ir quality im provem ent, not attainm ent o f standards,
should be the goal. This w ould prevent the crisis-m anagem ent situation that happens
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w hen a standard is suddenly changed. It w ould also give greater ineentive to develop
policies w hich support the long-term goals o f the area.
Finally, w hile A Q M has gotten very specialized through the years, it is vitally
im portant to take a system s perspective. Other areas w hieh may face air quality problem s
should use such a perspective to really identify the special conditions and interactions in
their area w hich m ay help or hinder air quality im provem ent. AQM should still be
exploratory and focused on understanding. The w orld is not the clean laboratory w ith
independent variables controlled. W e need tools w hieh will incorporate the com plex
interplay o f real systems.
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